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Abstract
Craig, Patrick Shane M.S., Department of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, Wright State University, 2013.
Quantitative Analysis of the Polarity Reversal Pattern of the
Earths Magnetic Field and Self-Reversing Dynamo Models
The geologic record documents that the Earth’s magnetic
field has reversed 284 times over the past 160 Myr. This
study uses two methods to analyze the scaling properties of
the pattern of geomagnetic reversals and to analyze the scaling
properties of reversals output by two mathematical self-reversing
dynamo models, the Rikitake (1958) two-disk dynamo and the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model of Driscoll and Olson (2011).
The first analysis method plots the duration versus cumulative
probability for geomagnetic polarity intervals ranging between
0.01 and 35 Myr. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is used
to determine the optimal minimum value of xmin at which power
scaling begins, followed by the method of maximum likelihood
estimation which estimates the scaling exponent α̂. For the
geomagnetic field, xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr and α̂ ≈ 2.22 for all polarity
intervals greater than xmin. Polarity intervals < 1.0 Myr are
shown to follow a gamma distribution.
The second method analyses the temporal clustering of
the reversals using box-counting. For the geomagnetic field,
box-counting reveals power scaling behavior in the temporal
clustering for box sizes from 1.0 Myr to 20.0 Myr. The scaling
exponent DB is determined to be 0.88 for all polarity intervals.
A roll-off observed for box sizes less than ∼1.13 Myr for
the geodynamo leads to splitting of the polarity interval data
set into two subsets, one < 1.0 Myr and the other ≥ 1.0 Myr.
iii
The method of maximum likelihood returns xmin ≈ 1.13 Myr and
α̂ ≈ 2.46 for intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr. Box-counting on synthetic
occurrence times generated from the polarity intervals ≥ 1.13
Myr returns DB ≈ 0.69.
The two analysis methods are also applied to the output
of the Rikitake (1958) two-disc dynamo model and the MHD model
of Driscoll and Olson (2011). For all polarity intervals in the
Rikitake (1958) dynamo, the maximum likelihood method returns
xmin ≈ 2.0 synthetic time units and α̂ ≈ 2.7. Box-counting
returns a scaling exponent DB ≈ 0.83 for all box sizes. No
roll-off is observed in any of the plots for the Rikitake (1958)
model. For the Driscoll and Olson (2011) model, xmin ≈ 0.47
Myr and α̂ ≈ 2.62 for all polarity intervals. Box-counting
returns a scaling exponent DB ≈ 0.92. A roll-off observed at
∼1.0 Myr in the box-counting plot for Driscoll and Olson (2011)
prompts splitting of the data set; maximum likelihood produces
xmin ≈ 1.09 simulated Myr and α̂ ≈ 2.50 for polarity intervals
≥ 1.0 simulated Myr. Box counting returns DB ≈ 0.72 for box
sizes > 1.09 simulated Myr. Box sizes < 1.0 simulated Myr also
follow a gamma distribution. Taken together, the two analysis
methods 1) show that the MHD model of Driscoll and Olson (2011)
successfully reproduces the scaling behavior of the geomagnetic
reversal pattern , and 2) verify that there are two ‘‘modes’’
operating within the Earths interior to produce reversals, one
a ‘‘reversing’’ state producing reversals at a higher rate with
an independent probability distribution, and a ‘‘non-reversing’’
state producing reversals whose occurrence rates are lower and
whose distribution is statistically self-similar and dependent.
iv
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1 Introduction
1.1 Reversals of the Earth′s magnetic field
Oceanic crustal magnetic anomalies reveal that the polarity
of the Earth′s magnetic field has reversed 284 times over the past
160 million years (Figure 1), with each reversal taking three to ten
thousand years, on average, to complete (Ogg and Smith 2004). This
conforms to the ∼1 Kyr timescale for polarity changes within the
Earth′s inner core and the ∼500 yr timescale of changes within the
outer core (Gubbins 1999).
Figure 1. Reversal occurrence times of the Earth′s magnetic field as
plotted on a number line ranging from 0 to 160 Ma.
The last polarity reversal occurred at 0.78 Ma, during the Holocene
epoch. By convention in paleomagnetism, polarities of the field
corresponding to its present orientation are identified as normal
while those having the opposite orientation are termed reversed.
The time spans between reversals are termed polarity intervals
(Cox 1968) or chrons (International Subcommission on Stratigraphic
Classification 1979) and range from 10 Kyr to 35 Myr in duration.
Past statistical analyses of polarity reversals have argued that
they possess no temporal periodicity (Cox 1968, McFadden 1984, Gaffin
1
1989).
Evidence of geomagnetic field reversals was first discovered in
terrestrial basalts in Japan and Korea (Matuyama 1929). The first
attempt to construct a reversal chronology was based on two reversals
recorded in samples of terrestrial basalt flows in California (Cox et
al. 1963). In the 1960’s ship-towed magnetometers found ‘‘stripes’’
of alternating polarity in volcanic oceanic crust on either side of
mid-ocean ridges (Pitman and Heirtzler, 1966). This supported the
Vine-Matthews hypothesis (Vine and Matthews 1963) of spreading centers
at mid-ocean ridges as part of the plate tectonics model (Figure 2).
Figure 2. The pattern of reversals of the Earth′s magnetic field are
manifested as ‘‘stripes’’ of alternating polarity in ocean floor basalts
rising from the mantle and symmetric about the mid-ocean ridges. (USGS
2013)
The modern naming system for polarity intervals follows the
system for naming periods within the geologic time scale. Chron
numbers are preceded by ‘‘C’’ for Cenozoic rocks (0 to 66 Ma)(Tauxe et
al. 1983) and by ‘‘M’’ for Mesozoic rocks (66 to 250 Myr ago) (Larson
and Hilde 1975). The C-sequence is numbered from 1 to 34, 34 being
the oldest. The M-sequence is numbered from 1 to 41. The sequences
are further subdivided into ‘‘n’’ for normal and ‘‘r’’ for reversed.
For example, ‘‘C1n’’ identifies the normal polarity interval spanning
2
from 0.78 Ma to the present at 0 Ma. There are 283 intervals, 141
are normal and 142 are reversed. An older naming system in which
the names of prominent geomagnetists were used to identify polarity
intervals (Cox et al. 1964) remains in use (Gradstein et al. 2012)
due to historical precedent; interval C1n is also identified as the
Bruhnes polarity interval.
1.2 Recording of geomagnetic reversals in the rock record
Geomagnetic field reversals are recorded in rocks containing
magnetic minerals such as magnetite, ilmenite, and ulvospinel that are
aligned to the orientation of the field while the magma in which they
are contained is still in a liquid phase (above the Curie temperature,
the temperature at which rock begins to crystallize). Ferrimagnetic
minerals, such as magnetite, are those in which the magnitudes of
opposing magnetic moments are equal. Antiferromagnetic minerals are
minerals in which the magnitudes of opposing magnetic moments are
unequal (Merrill et al. 1996). Ilmenite and ulvospinel are examples
of antiferromagnetic minerals.
1.3 Geomagnetic field reversals versus magnetic
self-reversals
Geomagnetic field reversals are to be distinguished from
magnetic self-reversals resulting from physicochemical processes
acting on previously magnetized rocks. True polarity reversals are
identified through ‘‘. . .correlation of data from rocks of various
types at different locations and by statistical analyses of the
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relation between the polarity and other chemical and physical
properties of the rock sample’’ (Jacobs 1994). By definition,
polarity reversals are correlated on a worldwide scale (Cox et al.
1963), whereas magnetic self-reversals are isolated in space and time
and have no geographical correlational confirmation elsewhere.
1.4 Polarity interval durations
1.4.1 Superchrons
Long periods of stable polarity on the order of 10 Myr to 100
Myr are called ‘‘quiet zones or superchrons (Opdyke and Channell
1996). Helsley and Steiner (1969) identified a superchron during
the Cretaceous period at interval C34n, between 118 Ma and 83 Ma.
Irving and Parry (1963) identified a reversed superchron (the Kiaman )
during the Permian period (262 to 312 Ma). Pavlov and Gallet (2005)
found evidence of a reversed superchron (the Moyero) between 485 to
463 Ma in the Ordovician period. Older superchrons presently have
no official naming system associated with them (Gradstein et al.
2004). Superchrons and all polarity intervals found prior to the
Middle Jurassic period (∼166 Ma) are considered unreliable for use in
magnetostratigraphic work due to ‘‘the general lack of correlatable,
lineated magnetic anomalies’’ such as those found within oceanic
crustal rocks (Jacobs 1994).
1.4.2 Excursions, ‘‘tiny wiggles,’’ and cryptochrons
During a full polarity reversal, the dipole component of the
geomagnetic field undergoes an angular change of 180 degrees (Merrill
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et al. 1996). Temporary geomagnetic polarity displacements of less
than 180 degrees from the axial orientation of the field are termed
excursions (Jacobs 1994). Polarity reversals with durations on the
order of 30 Kyr or less are termed ‘‘tiny wiggles’’ by Cande and
Kent (1992) and are thought to be geomagnetic intensity variations
rather than true polarity reversals (Bouligand et al. 2006). They
are also referred to as cryptochrons (Ogg and Smith 2004). Gubbins
(1999) cites current geodynamo theory in disqualifying these shorter
intervals as true polarity intervals, contending that there is
insufficient time available for the inner core magnetic field to
reverse via diffusion, the dominant process in the generation of the
overall field.
Sager et al. (1998) studied deep-tow magnetic profiles from the
Pigafetta Basin in the Pacific, spanning 11 Myr (Jurassic chrons M27
to M41). Sager et al. (1998) collected magnetic data along two deep
profiles over the western Pacific and constructed a two-dimensional
crustal magnetic model (after Talwani and Heirtzler 1964). Polarity
block boundaries and magnetization strength were adjusted to provide
a match between magnetic anomalies observed in the deep-tow profile
and those calculated by the model. The model implies that short
duration polarity intervals 150 300 Kyr are better classified
as paleointensity fluctuations of the geomagnetic field that are
superimposed on longer polarity intervals. Sager et al. (1998) argue
that the geomagnetic field transitioned during the Jurassic period
(201 to 152 Ma) from a period of intensity fluctuations to a period of
magnetic reversals.
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1.5 Origin of geomagnetic polarity reversals
Geomagnetic field reversals are the result of a dynamo
originating from turbulent interactions in the liquid outer core of
the Earth (Merrill et al. 1996). The outer core, lying between the
plastic mantle and the solid, iron-nickel inner core, is composed
primarily of an iron and nickel alloy with lighter elements such
as oxygen and sulfur (Dehant et al. 2003). Leftover gravitational
energy from early accretion and movement of iron (Fe) to the center
of the planet and radioactive decay of isotopes such as potassium
supply heat within the outer core (Buffett 2000). Elsasser (1939)
first proposed that the geomagnetic field was created by convection
within the outer core. The ‘‘anti-dynamo’’ theorem of Cowling (1934)
demonstrated that a magnetic field symmetric about the rotational axis
of a body could not be sustained through fluid convection. Braginskij
(1964) proposed a set of numerical solutions for a geodynamo model
that assumed near axial symmetry of the geomagnetic field and very
high fluid conductivity. Drawing upon previous conclusions that the
outer core possesses a low viscosity and behaves more like a liquid
than a solid, Steenbeck et al. (1966) proposed that asymmetric
convection currents in a turbulent liquid outer core could sustain
an ‘‘average’’ dynamo field. Differential rotation of the inner core
at a rate of 1.1 degrees yr-1 about an axis displaced from the axis of
rotation was later confirmed by Song and Richards (1996).
The field of magnetohydrodynamics encompasses the present
understanding of evolution of the geodynamo through time. Many
sources, e.g. Buffett (2000), Merrill et al. (1996), and Hollerbach
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(1996), summarize the overall process that gives rise to the
geomagnetic field. Earth’s axial rotation causes a spiraling, or
helical, convection within the liquid outer core. This helical
convection (termed the α effect ) maintains the time-averaged
alignment of the dipole field with Earth’s rotational axis. The
α-effect amplifies the existing magnetic field, which would otherwise
decay to zero in ∼10 Kyr due to resistivity in the liquid outer core
(a consequence of Cowlings theorem). The increasing strength of the
field creates resistance to the fluid motion within the outer core,
altering its convective currents. A continuous feedback loop develops
between the fluid motions, renewing and sustaining the field. Secular
variations, excursions, and reversals all result from this complex
process. Though much progress has been made, a complete understanding
of how the Earth’s magnetic field is generated has remained elusive,
constituting one of the five most important unsolved problems in
physics (Rixiang 1999).
Muller and Morris (1986) and Rixiang et al. (1999) speculate
that reversals may be caused or influenced by events external to the
core geodynamo. Muller and Morris (1986) speculate that a large-scale
asteroid impact would eject large amounts of dust and soot into the
atmosphere, initiating a ‘‘little’’ ice age over a time span of ∼300
yr. The distribution of ocean water to glacial ice masses at high
latitudes may alter the Earth’s moment of inertia, changing its
rate of rotation. The convection pattern within the core dynamo
would change, leading to either an excursion or a full reversal.
Evidence cited by Muller and Morris (1986) for this mechanism includes
correlation of the 14.8 Ma age of the Ries impact structure in Germany
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with polarity chron C5Bn (14.8 Ma to 15.2 Ma). Another example is
the temporal linking of the Ivory Coast microtektite strewn fields
(associated with the 1.07 Myr-old Bosumtwi Crater in Ghana, Africa)
with the Jaramillo short polarity interval spanning from 0.99 to 0.95
Ma (Glass et al. 1979). Rixiang et al. (1999) state that ‘‘there
appears to be no record’’ of tektite strewn fields associated with
the 86 reversals occurring over the past 20 Ma. Gallet and Hulot
(1997) speculate that long periods of stable polarity such as the
Cretaceous Normal Superchron (118 - 83 Ma) could result from sudden
heat flux alteration caused by cold mantle material avalanching onto
the outer core at their common boundary. Current geodynamo theory
takes no external mechanisms into account in explaining the origin of
geomagnetic reversals.
1.6 Previous numerical analysis of geomagnetic polarity
interval durations
1.6.1 Probability distributions for polarity intervals
Probability distributions for polarity interval durations The
literature contains several efforts to determine the distribution
that describes the cumulative probability versus duration of all
the polarity intervals. Cox (1968) fit a function based on discrete
Bernoulli trials for the cumulative number vs. size of 49 polarity
intervals (all that were known at the time) occurring between 0 and 10
Ma.
P [τ ≤ τ c] =
y∑
i=1
p(1− p)i−1 Equ. 1
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where
τ = the length of a polarity interval
y = an integer number of fluctuations in the intensity of the
geomagnetic dipole between reversals
τD = the dipole field period
τc = y · the dipole field period τD
P [·] = the cumulative distribution function
p = the probability of a polarity change during a given cycle of
the dipole field
Equ. 1 is a variant of the binomial cumulative distribution function.
Bernoulli trials are experiments having only two possible outcomes
such as ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ or ‘‘true’’ or ‘‘false’’ with probability of
success p (Pal et al. 2006). The dipole field period τD is the time
span during which intensity fluctuations are observed in the dipole
component of the geomagnetic field. Cox (1968) sets this parameter at
10 Kyr.
Using a chi-square goodness-of-fit test, Cox (1968) notes that
a Poisson approximation to Bernoulli trials with an exponential
probability density function




τ = polarity interval length
P = the probability density function
provides the same fit to the data as equation (1) with λ = 5 x 10−6
per yr, a dipole period of 10 Kyr, and p = 0.05. Equ. 2 does not
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depend on the dipole field period τD. In a Poisson process, any given
event is statistically independent (i.e. the time between events
is not influenced by the length of time between previous events) and
follows an exponential distribution (Barton and Malinverno 2006).
Using the more complete reversal data set of Heirtzler et al. (1968),
Cox (1969) notes that the addition of smaller polarity intervals will
change the value of p. Noting increases in the average length of
polarity intervals recorded over the time intervals 0 < t ≤ 10.6 Ma,
10.6 < t ≤ 45 Ma, and 45 < t ≤ 75 Ma, Cox (1969) suggests that the
average duration of reversal intervals may be influenced by conditions
at the core-mantle boundary while the duration of individual polarity
intervals is controlled by processes within the fluid outer core.
Naidu (1971) points out that the Poisson distribution fits of
Cox (1968) and Cox (1969) increasingly diverge from the observed
reversal data as more data points are added to the reversal record.
Naidu (1971) uses the Heirtzler et al. (1968) data to conduct a
more extensive statistical analysis and finds that the first order
statistics (means, variances) on nine 8-Myr subsequences of the
data set naturally divide the data into two groups. Naidu (1971)









p(·) = the probability density function
∆t = polarity interval size in Myr
m = the mean of the data
k = the shape parameter
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Γ(k) = the gamma function evaluated at k
and determines that k = 2 for the first group and k = 3.6 for the
second group. The parameter k assumes a value of 1 for a Poisson
process following an exponential distribution, so Naidu (1971)
concludes that a gamma distribution for geomagnetic reversals is
more appropriate than the exponential fit of a Poisson process.
Figure 3 shows a plot of gamma complementary cumulative probability
distribution (P [X ≥ x]) on log-transformed axes. Note that the plot
exhibits continuous curvature. The gamma distribution has been used
to model daily rainfall amounts (Coe and Stern 1982, Aksoy 2000) and
the seismic moments of earthquake sequences (Kagan 1991).
Figure 3. Example of a Gamma complementary cumulative distribution plotted
on log-transformed axes. Shape parameter k = 9.0.
McFadden (1984) argues that there are complications with prior
attempts to define a distribution for the geomagnetic polarity
intervals. Regarding an exponential distribution fit, McFadden (1984)
first addresses the problem of a model that ‘‘filters’’ polarity
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intervals by incorporation of intervals smaller than some threshold
value T into adjacent intervals (Harrison 1969). This model 1)
leads to two possible solutions for the reversal rate parameter
λ and 2) disallows the randomness presumed in the distribution
by eliminating shorter intervals that are present in the actual
reversal record. He discusses the estimation of parameters of the
gamma distribution and states that incomplete data from a Poisson
process could produce a distribution almost identical to the gamma
distribution fit made by Naidu (1971). Finally, McFadden (1984)
addresses the issue of non-stationarity in the geomagnetic polarity
intervals. Non-stationarity refers to a process in which the mean
and variance change along a time sequence (C. Barton, personal
communication, 2010). In the geomagnetic reversal time sequence,
non-stationarity implies the presence of memory between successive
polarity intervals, i.e. the duration of a given polarity interval
is influenced by the durations of previous intervals (Merrill et
al. 1996). McFadden (1984) argues that, since non-stationarity is
present in the reversal sequence, it implies a statistically ‘‘weak’’
dependence (memory).
Lutz and Watson (1988) use the reversal record of Harland et al.
(1982) to develop a piecewise step function λ(t) showing the number of
reversals per 5 Myr (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Figure 1 after Lutz and Watson (1988) showing piecewise step
function defined by changes in reversal rate (reversals per 5 Myr).
‘‘Piecewise’’ here refers to the observation that the apparent rate
of reversals decreases between 165 and 115 Ma, does not change at
all between 115 Ma and 85 Ma (corresponding to the Cretaceous Normal
Superchron), and increases since 85 Ma. Gaffin (1989) proposes a
similar model, a non-stationary Poisson process. Gaffin (1989) uses
the time divisions defined in Lutz and Watson (1988) and chooses
λ(t) =

5.02− 0.115t0.85 0Ma ≤ t ≤ 85Ma
0 85Ma ≤ t ≤ 115Ma
4.81− 0.311(165− t)0.70 115Ma ≤ t ≤ 165Ma
Equ. 4
where
λ(t) = rate of reversals in reversals per 1 Myr













t is the date of a reversal
λ(t) and λ(u) are functions for reversals per Myr
T is polarity interval size
N(t) is the cumulative number of polarity intervals
Figure 5 shows the fit of Equ. 5 to a cumulative number plot of
polarity interval durations.
Figure 5. Figure 4 after Gaffin (1989) showing the fit of Equ. 5 to a
plot of cumulative number versus polarity interval duration T.
Gaffin (1989) observes that a power distribution of the form
N(t) ∝ T−d Equ. 6
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where
d = the scaling exponent of the distribution
with d ≈ 1.5 could be fit to the cumulative number plot of the
polarity interval durations T between ∼0.5 and ∼10.0 Myr. This
distribution implies statistical self-similarity over that time range.
However, he concludes that the ‘‘. . .1.5 scaling exponent...does
not seem to warrant special significance’’ and instead favors the
non-stationary Poisson process modeled by Equ. 4. Turcotte (1997)
reproduces Figure 2 from Gaffin (1989) and fits a power distribution
with scaling exponent of 1.43 (Figure 7).
Jonkers (2003) uses the clustering techniques of Aggregate
Variance (Beran 1994) and Absolute Value (Taqqu et al. 1995) to
test for long range time dependence in 184 polarity intervals (C33r
to C1n, 0 to 83 Ma) occurring since the end of the Cretaceous Normal
Superchron. For a time sequence T of length n
T = {Ti} i= 1, 2, . . . ,n Equ. 7
where
T = the time sequence
Ti = a given element of the time sequence with index i
n = the length of the time sequence
Aggregate Variance divides the time sequence into k ‘‘blocks’’ of size






Ti j = 1, 2, ..., k (block index) Equ. 8
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where
B = the length of each block
µ̂Bj = the block average
j = the block index number ranging from 1 to k
i = an integer ranging from 1 to n
k = the number of block averages n / B

















σ̂2B = the estimated sample variance
µ̂Bj = the block average
The procedure is repeated N times, increasing the size of B in
logarithmic increments on each iteration. If the estimated variance
σ̂2B is equal to the true variance σ
2
B, a log-transformed plot of
B versus σ̂2B reveals a power scaling relationship with slope β,
-1 ≤ β < 0. Jonkers (2003) states that, in practice, the method of
least squares must be used to approximate the coefficients of the
linear dependence. β is equal to -1 if no long range dependence
is present, and it is equal to 0 if there is strong long-range
dependence. The strength of dependence on previous values is





(β + 2) Equ. 10
where
H is the Hurst parameter
β is the slope
Values of H between 0.5 and 1 (equivalently, -1 < β < 0) show
increasing dependence on previous values. Aggregate Variance as
applied by Jonkers (2003) yields H = 0.83 (β = -0.17).
The Absolute Value method (Taqqu et al. 1995) is similar to
Aggregate Variance with sample variance replaced by the sum of the







with the slope β equal to -0.5 if the data shows no long-range
dependence and 0 for strong dependence. β-values between -0.5 and
0 (corresponding to H-values between 0.5 and 1) show increasing
dependence (Taqqu et al. 1995). The Hurst parameter is defined here
as
H = β + 1 Equ. 12
For durations of normal and reversed polarity intervals during the
Cenozoic, Absolute Value yields H = 0.93 (β = -0.07), indicating
strong dependence. Random shuffling of the data set produces H =
-0.47 (β = -0.47), which is very close to the value of no-dependence
17
(Figure 6).
Figure 6. Figure 4 after Jonkers (2003). Absolute Value method applied to
geomagnetic polarity intervals ranging from 83 Ma to the present. ‘‘Block
size’’ on the x-axis refers to the quantity B in Equ. 8. ‘‘Absolute
value’’ on the y-axis refers to the absoute values of the aggregate series
in Equ. 11. Filled stars represent the actual time sequence; β = -0.07.
Solid black line is a least squares best linear fit to the data. Open
circles are randomly shuffled sequence of the same temporal data with
slope (β) of -0.47. Dashed line with slope of -0.5 represents a line of
no-dependence.
Jonkers (2003) concludes from these results that strong long-range
dependence exists within the Cenozoic portion of the reversal record.
Carbone et al (2006) argue that a time-varying Poisson process
(where the rate parameter λ changes with time) is not sufficient
to characterize the temporal reversal sequence due to clustering of
the data. To demonstrate this they propose that a local, underlying
time-varying Poisson process is responsible for reversals. Assigning
to ti the discrete occurrence time of a reversal, polarity interval
lengths are δti = min{ ti + 1 - ti; ti - ti - 1 } immediately following
a reversal and τi equal to either ti−1 - ti−2 (if δti = ti - ti−1) or ti+2
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- ti+1 (if δti = ti+1 ti) preceding a given reversal. Assuming that
a time-varying Poisson process holds, δti and τi are independently






λi = the local reversal rate
τi = interval duration immediately preceding a reversal δti =
interval duration immediately following a reversal f(δt) and f(τ)
= exponential probability densities






H is a stochastic variable
will be uniformly distributed on [0;1] with a cumulative distribution
function
P (H ≥ h) = 1− h Equ. 16
where
P (·) = the probability that H ≥ h
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which is a linear, not a power distribution. In a process where τi
is systematically smaller than 2δti, clustering is present in time and
the average value of H is greater than 0.5. Significant departures
from the uniform distribution are observed for four different data
sets (Cande and Kent 1995, Heirtzler 1968, Huestis and Acton 1997, and
Kent and Gradstein 1986) submitted to this test, and the cumulative
distributions do not conform to the linear function of equation (8).
Carbone et al. (2006) suggest a truncated Lévy flight distribution (a
power function with fractional exponents) as a better fit to the plot
of cumulative probability versus polarity interval durations. The
probability distribution for a Lévy flight is (Mandelbrot 1982)
P [U > u] =
 1 : u¡1u−D : u ≥ 1 Equ. 17
where
u = the interval duration
D = the scaling exponent
P (·) = probability that U > u
A Lévy distribution indicates self-similarity in the cumulative
distribution of polarity intervals (Mandelbrot 1982; C. Barton,
personal communication, 2010). The truncated one-dimensional Lévy
distribution avoids problems associated with the infinite variance
of a standard one-dimensional Lévy distribution (real world processes
do not possess infinite variance). The fit equation determined by
Carbone et al. (2006) for the truncated Lévy distribution is
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C is a normalization factor
z is a sum of random variables x
θ is the cutoff rate
ν is the characteristic exponent
Γ(ν) is the gamma function
The fit of Equation 18 to the Cande and Kent (1995) data set is shown
(brown solid line) in Figure 7. The best fit parameters are ν = 1.09
± 0.1 and θ = 0.15 ± 0.04 My−1.
Table 1 shows a summary of the work of the previous authors
mentioned in this study. Figure 7 shows the fits of previous authors
as cumulative probability versus polarity interval duration.
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Table 1: Summary of results of previous work showing the data and
functions fit to cumulative probability versus interval duration plots










Fit type Fit parameter(s) Reference
Intervals 49 0-10 CDF Bernoulli p = 0.05 Cox (1968)
Intervals 49 0-10 CDF Exponential λ = 5 x 10−6 year−1 Cox (1968)
Intervals 167 0-72 CDF Gamma k = 2.0 (0 to 48 Ma),








function), d = -1.5
Gaffin (1989)
Intervals 49 0-10 CDF Exponential ν = 1.09, θ = 0.15 Carbone et al.
(2006)
Figure 7. Plot of the duration of polarity reversal intervals versus
cumulative probability with functions fit by authors listed, applied
to older, less complete data sets than those used in the present study
(indicated by black dots). Blue: Cox (1968), Bernoulli trials; orange:
Cox (1968), exponential distribution; green: Naidu (1971), gamma
distribution; purple: Gaffin (1989), nonstationary Poisson model; brown:
Carbone et al. (2006), truncated Lévy distribution.
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1.7 Power distributions
Power (or scaling ) distributions are part of a class of
heavy-tailed probability distributions. A probability distribution
assigns a probability to each possible outcome of a random variable
X. ‘‘Heavy-tailed’’ refers to the slow asymptotic approach of
P [X ≥ x] (the probability that X will assume a value greater than or
equal to x) to zero as object size increases. The scaling exponent in
a power probability distribution is negative. As the scaling exponent
approaches zero, the tail becomes heavier, or thicker. Figure 8 shows
the thickness of the tail for the power distribution as compared
to log-normal, exponential, and Gaussian cumulative probability
distributions.
Figure 8. Plot of Gaussian (green), exponential (black), log-normal (red),
gamma (blue), and power (purple) cumulative distribution functions on
linear axes. The maximum value of the y-axis has been truncated to 0.05
to emphasize the different thicknesses of the tails.
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The general form of a power distribution is (Newman 2006)
y = Cx−α Equ. 19
where
x = the variable α = the scaling exponent
C = a normalization constant whose value is
C = (α− 1)xminα−1 Equ. 20
where
xmin is the lower bound in x for power scaling behavior
The power distribution is also called the Pareto distribution
and Zipf′s Law (Newman 2006). The properties of scale invariance
and self-similarity apply to this distribution, meaning that data
following a power distribution do not cluster around any typical
or characteristic value (Schroeder 1991). Mean and standard
deviation are not useful representations of a power distribution
(C. Barton, personal communication, 2010). The complementary
cumulative distribution function (P [X > x] = 1 - P [X ≤ x]) for a power
distribution is (Newman 2006)






A thorough introduction to power distributions is provided by
Newman (2006), who cites twelve examples of power distributions for
cumulative probability versus size plots for natural, social, and
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technological systems including the number of telephone calls received
in the United States in a single day, lunar crater diameters, word
frequencies in literature, and intensity of wars. Newman (2006)
concludes from this survey that the study of power distributions
provides a rich and exciting opportunity for new research and
discovery.
1.8 Roll off of a power distribution at small values of x
A power scaling process possessing incomplete data sampling
at smaller sizes shows no roll-off effect at smaller data values
on a plot with linear axes, but a roll-off is displayed when the
data are plotted on log-transformed axes. For example, earthquakes
below the Richter magnitude 3 detection limit of seismometers
(microearthquakes ) are incompletely sampled, being detected only
on local seismographs (USGS 2013), resulting in a roll-off on the
plot of cumulative probability versus earthquake magnitude. Petroleum
deposits are incompletely reported below an economically viable size
and appear to follow a log-normal distribution when the incompletely
sampled portion of the data is included in a probability versus
magnitude plot (Barton and Scholz 1995). Based on examples of
seismology and petroleum deposit data, Barton and Scholz (1995)
conclude that, where incomplete sampling at smaller sizes can be
demonstrated, the incompletely sampled data below the limit of
perceptibility should be excluded from the fit of any function to
the data above the perceptibility limit.
Cande (personal communication, 2010) states that researchers
suspect the presence of partial and complete reversals within the
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time range of the data sets of Cande and Kent (1995) and Kent and
Gradstein (1986). The discovery of additional reversals would add
shorter intervals into the distribution, the effect of which would be
to extend the range of the power distribution by moving the roll-off
to smaller values of interval duration.
1.9 The log-normal distribution versus the power
distribution
A random variable X follows a log-normal distribution if the
logarithm of X is normally distributed (Pal et al. 2006). The
complementary cumulative distribution function for a log-normal
distribution is (Mitzenmacher 2003)








P [·] = the complementary cumulative distribution function
X = the random variable
x = an element of the data set
µ = the mean of ln(x)
σ = the standard deviation of ln(x)
Like the power distribution, the log-normal distribution also
possesses a heavy tail. The complementary cumulative distribution
plot of P [X ≥ x] for this distribution (µ = 0, σ = 0.125, 0.25,
0.5, 1, and 1.5) has continuous curvature at all sizes when plotted
on linear axes (Figure 9a) and on log-transformed axes (Figure 9b)
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where it rolls off to a constant value of P [·] at smaller sizes of x.
Figures 10a and 10b show power distribution plots from α = 2.0, 2.4,
and 2.8 for comparison.
(a) (b)
Figure 9. Log-normal cumulative distributions with mean µ = 0 and
various standard deviations σ. a) Plotted on linear axes. b) Plotted
on log-transformed axes.
(a) (b)
Figure 10. Power cumulative distributions with xmin = 1.0 and scaling
exponents α = 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8. a) Plotted on linear axes. b) Plotted on
log-transformed axes.
Mitzenmacher (2003) reviews the history of attempts to
distinguish between the power distribution and the log-normal
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distribution. He cites other efforts to this in fields such as
computer science, astronomy, chemistry, biology, economics, and
information theory. Mitzenmacher (2003) observes that, if the
variance σ2 of the corresponding normal distribution is large, the
log-normal cumulative distribution functions on log-transformed
axes can exhibit apparent linear behavior over several orders of
magnitude (solid black and red plots on Figure 9b). An argument is
made for an ‘‘intrinsic’’ connection between the power and log-normal
distributions wherein the proper choice of distribution depends only
on minor variations in the parameters of the generative model. The
income model of Champernowne (1953) is cited as an example, in which a
bounded minimum income possessing a power scaling distribution is set.
Removal of this bounded minimum income causes the power distribution
to change to log-normal.
Mandelbrot (1997) characterizes the log-normal distribution as
‘‘slow randomness’’ (lying between what he calls the ‘‘mildness’’
of the Gaussian and the ‘‘wildness’’ of the power distribution) and
points out numerous difficulties with it, including: the complicated
distributions of sums, the lack of robust population moments with
respect to small deviations from ideal log-normality, and erratic
behavior of the sample moments. Mandelbrot (1997) strongly advocates
the power distribution over the log-normal when applied to the right
tail (the large values of x) of the distribution (greater than) any
roll-off point that might be present.
Analysis of the right tail on a plot of size versus cumulative
probability, i.e. the larger data values, can also aid in deciding
between a log-normal and a power distribution. For the larger
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data values, the log-normal exhibits a thin tail while the power
distribution exhibits a thick tail. Figure 11a shows a log-normal
fit to a cumulative probability versus size plot of polarity interval
durations (linear axes) while Figure 11b shows a power distribution
fit to the right tail, excluding data values smaller than a visually
estimated cutoff value at 0.26 Myr. The tail for the log-normal
distribution fit is thinner than that for the power distribution,
as can be seen in the magnified plots beneath the figures. Visual
inspection also reveals that the log-normal fit underestimates the
cumulative probability of the large polarity intervals, particularly
the largest interval at 35 Myr (the Cretaceous Normal Superchron).
The power distribution fit to the same data overestimates the




Figure 11. Cumulative probability plots of (a) log-normal and (b) power
distribution on linear axes. Left portion of the tail for each plot is
magnified in the lower plots. Note the thin tail on the log-normal versus
the heavy tail on the power distribution.
C. Shalizi (personal communication, 2011) suggests that a
log-normal cumulative distribution provides a satisfactory fit to all
of the polarity interval data (Figure 12). Note that the cumulative
probability of the intervals > 2 Myr are underestimated by the fit.
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Figure 12. Log-normal cumulative probability fit (red curve) to
geomagnetic polarity intervals (black points). Cretaceous Normal
Superchron (duration 35 Myr) is shown in gray and is not used in the fit.
1.10 Scale invariance in geometric patterns and
clustering quantified by power functions
The power function is used to quantify how scale invariant
geometric patterns scale in size or in time. In its simplest form,
a function is defined as a rule that operates on an input value x
and returns exactly one value y as an output (Halmos 1960). The
quantitative measure in the power function is the scaling exponent.
For geometric patterns the scaling exponent is termed the fractal
dimension and assigned the symbol D. Mandelbrot (1982) defined
fractal dimension as the slope of a power function fit to geometric
data (usually plotted on log-transformed axes). The range of D is
limited to the range of topological dimensions, 0 < D < 3, where
D = 0 is a single point and D = 3 is a filled volume space. In
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addition to describing scale invariance, the fractal dimension can
take non-integer values indicating the amount of space fillingness
of a given pattern. A most important feature of all fractals is that
the pattern is exactly (in the case of deterministic fractals) or
statistically (in the case of stochastic fractals) repeated over one
or more orders of magnitude in time or space. In order to be fractal,
a ‘‘wiggly’’ line must have wiggles over a range of sizes, little
wiggles within larger wiggles, etc. The fractal dimension relates
qualitatively how wiggles at all scales in a data set relate or scale
to one another (C. Barton, personal communication, 2009)..
Two methods exist for determining the fractal dimension of
patterns lying on a line: the box-counting method (Mandelbrot 1982)
and the mass method. The functions for these methods take the same
form as Equ. 19:
y = Cx−D Equ. 23
where
x = the variable
C = the activity level (a constant)
D = the fractal dimension
1.11 Cantor sets and geomagnetic reversals
The temporal sequence of reversals plotted on a one-dimensional
number line resembles a geometric construct known as a Cantor set,
first discovered by Henry John Stephen Smith in 1874 and introduced
by German mathematician Georg Cantor in 1883 (Stewart 2002). Cantor
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sets are self-similar in both the deterministic and statistical sense,
and the distance between the members of the set exhibit spatial power
scaling behavior that is described by a fractal scaling exponent D








δ is the total number of pieces in the generator
N(δ) = the number of copies of the generator
D is the fractal dimension (scaling exponent)
A deterministic triadic Cantor set is constructed as follows. An
initiator consisting of a line segment of unit length [0,1] is divided
into δ = 3 segments of length (1/3) with the middle segment removed.
This shape is termed the generator and determines the fractal
dimension which is the same for all future iterations. The shape
is then iterated (repeated), replacing the remaining two segments with
the generator. The first iteration produces N(δ) = 2 copies of the
generator. After i iterations, the length of each piece relative to
the initiator will be 1 / δi. As a model for a natural pattern, this
process is iterated a finite number of times. In a mathematically
ideal fractal the iteration is repeated an infinite number of times.
When iterated a finite number of times, there is a lower length limit
below which the fractal does not exist. This limit is the size of the
smallest gap between any two points in the set. A natural data set
such as the pattern of reversals of the Earth′s magnetic field through
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time has not been iterated an infinite number of times and, strictly
speaking, a pattern which has not been iterated an infinite number of
times is a ‘‘pre-fractal.’’ A consequence is that pre-fractals must
always have an upper and lower size limit which should be specified
whenever reporting a scaling exponent. Note that the deterministic
triadic Cantor dust is highly structured. Figure 13 illustrates two
iterations of a deterministic triadic Cantor set.
Figure 13. Construction of a deterministic triadic Cantor set. At each
successive iteration the middle third is removed from the remaining pieces.
Two iterations of the generator are shown here. (Darling 2010)
To construct a random (stochastic) triadic Cantor set that more
closely resembles patterns seen in nature, the iterating procedure
is modified by specifying randomly which third is removed from the
remaining pieces at each successive iteration. The random triadic
Cantor set possesses the same power scaling as the deterministic
set, but exhibits statistical self-similarity, as opposed to exact
similarity of a deterministic fractal. Figure 14 shows the eighth
iteration of a statistically self-similar random Cantor set with D =
0.6309. Variable clustering is apparent in the random Cantor set.
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Figure 14. A random triadic Cantor Set N(δ) = 2 and δ = 3 (n = 256 points,
i = 8 iterations) displayed as blue vertical lines, fractal dimension D =
0.6309. Portion of the plot from 0.35 to 0.38 has been magnified (lower
plot) to show individual data points, which have length 1/38 ≈ 1.52 ·10−4
relative to the initiator.
For points lying on a one-dimensional line, D can possess only
values between zero and one inclusive. The value of D indicates the
degree to which points fill a line of topological dimension one and
quantifies how the points cluster (Barton and Malinverno 2006). A
single point has topological dimension 0 and a set of evenly-spaced
points on a line has topological dimension 1.
1.12 Self-reversing geodynamo models: comparison to
reversals of the Earths magnetic field
The temporal patterns of reversals and the size versus
cumulative probability functions for interval durations are also
studied for two geodynamo models: the Rikitake 2-disk dynamo model
(Rikitake 1958) and the magnetohydrodynamic model of Driscoll and
Olson (2011). Glatzmaier (2002) reviewed important challenges facing
workers who develop computer-generated self-reversing geodynamo
models. Viscous, thermal and compositional diffusivities are
consistently neglected in models due to their small magnitudes.
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Turbulent transport is often only crudely approximated and higher
spatial resolution is needed ‘‘to study more realistic, highly
supercritical, time-dependent parameter regimes’’ (Glatzmaier 2002).
Glatzmaier proposes a ‘‘grand challenge’’ in which 3-D numerical
geodynamo model specifications would be set to their Earth values,
a goal requiring a substantial increase in spatial resolution.
An early dynamo model simulating polarity reversals was designed
by Rikitake (1958). The model consists of two rotating, conducting
disks that produce a magnetic field when subjected to an electric
current. A diagram of the model and a graphical sample of its output
are shown in Figure 15.
(a) (b)
Figure 15. (a) Diagrammatic view of Rikitake (1956) dynamo model showing
two rotating, conducting discs. Current flows through I1 and I2, generating
a magnetic field. b) Two plots of sample output of the dynamo model. The
x-axis represents arbitrary time units) Reversals correspond to crossings
of the x-axis. (After Turcotte 1997, Figures 14.3 and 14.5).
Polarity reversals generated by the model are those points where the


















= G2 −NI1I2 Equ. 28
where
L1 and L2 = self-inductance
R1 and R2 = resistance
Ω1 and Ω2 = angular velocity of the disks
C1 and C2 = the moment of inertia
G1 and G2 = the driving couple of the disks
I1 and I2 = current in the disks
These equations are derived from the steady state circuit equation
RI2 = MΩ2I1 Equ. 29
and the torque equation
G = MI1I2 Equ. 30
By using non-dimensional variables and parameters (Turcotte 1997),
these equations can be simplified by substitution to
dX1
dτ




+ µX2 = (Y1 − A)X1 Equ. 32
Y2 = Y1 − A Equ. 33
dY1
dτ













































The steady-state solutions (time derivatives set to zero) are
(Turcotte 1997)
X1 = ±K Equ. 42





The output of this model will be analyzed in section 4.2.
Driscoll and Olson (2011) use a time varying numerical geodynamo
model incorporating core mantle boundary (CMB) heat flow and inner
core growth rate to test how heat flow between the outer core and the
mantle influences the frequency of reversals over time. The model
run by Driscoll and Olson (2011) spans 200 Myr of simulated time and
produces 421 reversals. Two superchrons appear at the beginning and
end of the simulation. Driscoll and Olson (2011) state that the first
100 Myr of the simulation can be taken to represent the evolution of
the Earth’s geodynamo from ∼100 Ma to the present, while the second
100 Myr can be taken to represent the evolution of the geodynamo from
∼200 Ma to ∼100 Ma (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Upper diagram is pattern of geomagnetic field reversals in Ma.
Lower diagram is pattern of reversals (in simulated Ma) produced by the




2.1 Geomagnetic polarity reversal data
The geomagnetic polarity reversal data set used in this study
was constructed from data found in Cande and Kent (1995) and Kent
and Gradstein (1986) (see Appendices A and B). The Cande and Kent
(1995) data consists of beginning and ending occurrence times for
normal polarity intervals from marine profiles in the South Atlantic,
Pacific, and Indian Ocean basins. These occurrence times range from
0 to 118 Ma. This data was originally collected for the purpose of
calibrating a revised geologic timescale. The occurrence times in
Kent and Gradstein (1986) range from 0 to 160 Ma. Since the Cande
and Kent (1995) occurrence are based on more recent research, they
have been substituted for the corresponding occurrence times in Kent
and Gradstein (1986) for the present study. The remaining reversal
occurrence times in Kent and Gradstein (1986) older than 118 Ma give
a total of 284 reversals spanning from 0 to 170 Ma. The current
polarity interval C1n, spanning from 0.78 Ma to the present, is not
included in this analysis because its full duration will not be known
until the next reversal occurs.
2.2 Synthetic Cantor sets
Both deterministic and random Cantor sets are used to test
the box counting algorithm. The Cantor sets were constructed using
MATLAB code (SyntheticCantorGenerator.m)(see Appendix H) which was
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modified from the MATLAB function RANDCANTOR.M by Moisy (2006). In
this algorithm, a continuous line segment of unit length is split into
δi segments of equal length. Figure 17 illustrates the segmenting
technique for one iteration of the generator.
Figure 17. ‘‘Segmenting’’ approach for construction of synthetic Cantor
sets. Example shown is for a triadic Cantor set with δ = 3, i = 1. The
first iteration of the generator has 32 = 9 total segments.
A certain number of these segments are ‘‘turned on’’ (i.e. assigned
a value of one) according to the rule of the generator. For
deterministic sets the generator pattern is manually entered as a row
vector of ones and zeros into the modified function BOXDIV.M (Moisy
2006). For example, the generator for a deterministic triadic Cantor
set is entered as [1 0 1]. Although the first iteration occurs after
the creation of the generator, the creation of the generator in the
algorithm is considered i = 1. At this point the total number of
segments on the generator is 31, or 3. [Note: the ‘‘on’’ segments
are viewed by the program as single points. In a true Cantor set,
each ‘‘on’’ segment is actually an interval containing an infinite
number of points until the set has been iterated an infinite number
of times, at which point the interval lengths are zero and a Cantor
‘‘dust’’ has been created.]
For random Cantor sets, a sequential index number is generated
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for each segment in the generator vector. The MATLAB function
RANDPERM() is used to randomly mix the indices, which are then
assigned to the segments. For example, in a triadic Cantor set the
index vector is [1 2 3]. RANDPERM() rearranges the index numbers to,
for example, [3 1 2]. The randomized index vector is concatenated
with the deterministic generator vector: [3 1 2] → [1 0 1] (index 3
is assigned to the first 1, index 1 is assigned to the 0, and index 2
is assigned to the second 1). The MATLAB function SORTROWS() arranges
the indices into ascending order, thus randomizing the order of the on
and off segments, i.e. [1 2 3] → [0 1 1]. This randomizing process
is repeated with each successive iteration.
2.3 Generating dynamo model synthetic data
2.3.1 Rikitake (1958) two-disc dynamo
Reversals of the Rikitake (1958) dynamo model were simulated
via MATLAB code EQ 2disc02b.m, after Volobuev (2006) (see Appendix G).
Following Turcotte (1997)and Barton and Cortini (1993), parameters
chosen for the model were µ = 1 and K = -2. The time increment
was chosen to be 1 to 760 units, producing 284 synthetic reversals.
Crossings of the x-axis on the resulting plot represent occurrence
times of reversals. The occurrence times were obtained using the
MATLAB code
CROSS = FIND(ABS(DIFF(SIGN(X))) == 2)
where
X = the data generated by the code
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CROSS = the vector of values where the graph of X crosses the
x-axis
2.3.2 The magnetohydrodynamic dynamo model of Driscoll and Olson
(2011)
A text file containing synthetic reversal occurrence times
obtained from the MHD model of Driscoll and Olson (2011) was provided
by P. Driscoll (personal communication, 2011).
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3 Methods of data analysis
3.1 Probability distribution of polarity intervals
3.1.1 Cumulative probability plot
The rank-order plot is used to estimate the fragmentation
dimension, which is defined as the exponent of the equation
N(x) ≈ x−DF Equ. 46
where
x represents the data vector
N(x) is the number of data points with size > x
DF = the fragmentation dimension
(Barton and Malinverno 2006). For a one-dimensional data set, data
values are placed in descending order by magnitude with a rank of
′1′ assigned to the largest size, a rank of ′2′ assigned to the next
largest size, and so on down to the smallest size, which receives the
lowest rank. The rank number is also referred to as the cumulative
number. A plot of size versus cumulative number is created on
log-transformed axes, and those data points exhibiting linear behavior
are fit by a power probability distribution function having slope
DF. The lower bound cutoff value for power scaling behavior, xmin,
is traditionally estimated by visual inspection.
When the cumulative numbers on the y-axis are divided by the
total number of elements in the data set, the y-range becomes 0 to 1
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and the plot becomes a cumulative probability plot.
3.1.2 Maximum likelihood estimator
Estimates of DF and xmin obtained via visual inspection of a
rank-order plot are imprecise. Clauset et al. (2009) use a maximum
likelihood estimator to improve estimates of the parameters xmin and
the scaling exponent α (which is equivalent to DF + 1) (Newman 2006).
Clauset et al. (2009) outline a five-step approach: 1) the optimal
value of xmin is determined using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
K = max
xi≥x
|S(x)− P (x)| Equ. 47
where
xi = a given data point
x = the data set vector
P (x) = the complementary cumulative distribution function P (X >
x) for the best fit model in the range x > xmin






1{xi > x} Equ. 48
where
n is the number of data points
1{xi > x} is the indicator function that assigns a value of 1 to
those members ranging from x1 to xi having values greater than a
given value of x.
S(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the data for the
observations with value of at least xmin. The optimal value of xmin
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corresponds to the minimum value of K over the range x1 to xn−1. The
optimal xmin value is then substituted into the continuous form of the
maximum likelihood estimator for a power function










α̂ is the maximum likelihood estimate of α
n is the total number of data points > xmin
to find the estimated scaling exponent α̂. The use of the continuous
maximum likelihood estimator function is justified for the interval
data set in this study since the number of years between geomagnetic
reversals can take on any real value greater than zero and is not
restricted to any specific level or set of values (B. Grunden,
personal communication, 2010). 3) The appropriateness of a power
function fit to the data is determined using a semi-parametric
likelihood ratio test that also makes use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic; 4) in the event of competing distributions, re-application
of step 2 using functions other than the power function; 5)
implementation of a likelihood ratio test by Vuong (1989) to determine
what alternative distributions, if any, might better fit the data (see
Appendix O.
Clauset et al. (2009) caution that, while these methods
do generate estimates of the parameters xmin and α̂, they give no
guarantee that the power distribution thus defined is actually present
in the data. Additional verification is required before the power
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distribution can be deemed the appropriate distribution.
3.1.3 Validation method for power distribution
Clauset et al. (2009) use a semi-parametric algorithm to
quantitatively verify the plausibility of a power distribution
fit to the data. The algorithm consists of the construction of a
user-specified number of synthetic data sets (default 1000 sets) with
distributions similar to that determined for the empirical data along
with a further utilization of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to
determine a quantitative plausibility statistic q (Clauset et al.
(2009) use p to identify this quantity). The value of q is calculated
as follows: 1) a data set is generated from a power distribution
having α and xmin equal to that estimated for the empirical data
set; 2) from each synthetic data set, values are drawn at random
with probability n / ntail, where n is the number of data points in
the empirical data set and ntail represents all values of x>xmin. 3)
For x ≤ xmin, a single value is selected uniformly at random from
the empirical data set with probability 1 (n / ntail). This step
ensures that the synthetic set is statistically similar to that of
the empirical data set below xmin, reducing bias in the calculations
to follow. 4) Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until a total of n synthetic
values are generated. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is then computed
for each synthetic data set, and the resulting vector of synthetic
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics is compared to the statistic calculated
for the empirical data set. For all synthetics taken together, q is
calculated as the fraction
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q =
Number of Ksynthetic > Kempirical
Total number of Ksynthetic
Equ. 50
This q-value provides a ‘‘confidence estimate’’ for the power
distribution fit. Clauset et al. (2009) set a ‘‘conservative’’
lower bound of q= 0.1 for determing a legitimate power function fit
to the empirical data. If q ≤ 0.1, a power distribution is deemed an
inappropriate fit to the data.
3.2 Clustering pattern of reversals in time
3.2.1 Box-counting method
The box-counting method analyzes the clustering of data in a
dimensional space (Barton and Malinverno 2006). The input is a series
of points lying on a one-dimensional number line. The data set is
covered by a series of non-overlapping ‘‘boxes’’ of a minimum side
length (s), and the number of boxes N(s) occupied by data points is
counted. The minimum box size is that size where the number of data
points is equal to the number of occupied boxes. The box size (s)
is then increased geometrically (for example, by powers of 2) and
the counting process is iterated until all the boxes are occupied.
The box sizes (s) between the minimum and maximum are then plotted
against the number of occupied boxes N(s) on log-transformed axes.
If a power function is the appropriate model for the data, the data
points plotted on log-transformed axes follow a straight line. When
the plotted data are fit with a power function, the slope of the line
is the scaling exponent which for a geometric pattern is equal to the
fractal dimension DB (Barton and Malinverno 2006). The box-counting
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method is illustrated graphically for points lying on a line in Figure
18.
Figure 18. Illustration of the box-counting method for a one-dimensional
pattern of data points overlain by 4 different box sizes. If the data set
shows power scaling, the points will exhibit linear behavior on a plot of
box size versus number of occupied boxes.
3.2.2 Saturation in box-counting
As stated above, when measuring any empirical data set there
will be an upper and lower limit to any function fitting the data.
In box counting, the minimum box size is commonly the next box size
larger than the box size where the number of data points is equal
to the number of occupied boxes (smin). The maximum box size (smax)
is typically two sizes less than the box size where all boxes are
occupied. These limits on the upper and lower box size ensure that
saturation at both the smaller and larger values of x is avoided.
3.3 Fitting methods for plots
Fitting of polarity interval cumulative distributions was
performed using the MATLAB routine PLFIT.M created by Clauset
(2010) (see Appendix D). Fitting for the clustering analysis was
performed with the MATLAB function POWERLAWFIT.M (Smigelski 2010;
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see Appendix N). The algorithm in POWERLAWFIT.M is a least-squares




4.1.1 Probability distribution of polarity interval durations
The maximum likelihood method is applied using the MATLAB code
PLFIT.M (Clauset 2010). Application of the method to all polarity
intervals in the data set returned optimal xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr and α̂ ≈
2.22 (see Figure 19). The data point representing the Cretaceous
Normal Superchron is included in the fit; removal of this point
does not affect the fit parameters xmin and α̂. A ‘‘roll-off’’
occurs on the plot for polarity interval durations < 0.26 Myr. The
semi-parametric validation method of Clauset et al. (2009) applied
via PLPVA.M (Clauset 2010) with 2500 iterations returned q ≈ 0.11 for
all polarity intervals.
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Figure 19. Plot of cumulative probability versus interval duration for
all geomagnetic polarity intervals between 0.01 and 35 Myr. Gray dots are
points not included in the power fit. Method of maximum likelihood returns
xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr, α̂ ≈ 2.22. A roll-off occurs at interval duration 0.26
Myr. PLPVA.M returns q ≈ 0.11.
4.1.2 Box-counting on the clustering of reversal occurrence times
MATLAB script OneDSmall2LaregeBoxScript.m (see Appendix L)
containing functions OneDSmall2LargeBoxFn.m (see Appendix K) and
Trimpoints.m (see Appendix M) is used to box count the occurrence
times of geomagnetic reversals. Trimpoints.m limits the minimum
box size (smin) to the next box size larger than the box size where
the number of data points is equal to the number of occupied boxes
(0.01 Ma) and the maximum box size (smax) to two sizes less than
the box size where all boxes are occupied. Box sizes are increased
geometrically by powers of two starting at 0.01 Ma. Visual inspection
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of the log-transformed plot shows apparent power scaling between box
sizes 1.0 and 20 Myr, with a roll-off occurring for box sizes smaller
than 1.0 Myr (Figure 20). Exclusion of the data points encompassing
the roll-off allows a power function to be fit to the larger box
sizes. DB is determined to be 0.88 for box sizes between 1.0 and
20 Myr.
Figure 20. Box counting for occurrence times of geomagnetic field
reversals. Roll-off occurs at box size 1.0 Ma. DB ≈ 0.88 for box sizes
between 1.0 and 20 Myr. Open circles represent points not included in the
fit.
4.2 Rikitake (1958) two-disk dynamo model
4.2.1 Probability distribution of polarity interval durations
For a data vector X, the MATLAB DIFF() function computes
the differences between the elements [X2 - X1 X3 - X2 Xn Xn−1]
(Mathworks 2013). 284 Synthetic occurrence times produced by the
Rikitake (1958) dynamo simulation are converted to synthetic polarity
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intervals using the DIFF() function and plotted on a cumulative
probability versus interval duration plot. The intervals are fit with
a power distribution using the maximum likelihood method of Clauset
et al. (2009). Optimal xmin ≈ 2.0 time units and α̂ ≈ 2.70. The
semi-parametric validity test via PLPVA.M (Clauset 2010) using 2500
synthetic data sets returned q ≈ 0.05 for these intervals (Figure 21).
Figure 21. Rank order (cumulative frequency) plot for 283 polarity
intervals output by Rikitake (1958) simulation with power distribution
fit using maximum likelihood method of Clauset et al. (2009). Optimal
xmin ≈ 2.0, α̂ ≈ 2.70. q ≈ 0.05.
4.2.2 Box-counting on the clustering of reversal occurrence times
The 284 synthetic reversal occurrence times output by the
Rikitaki (1958) model is analyzed using the box-counting method.
Box-counting returns a power function with DB ≈ 0.83 for polarity
interval sizes between 2.0 and 20.0 units (Figure 22). No roll-off at
the smaller box sizes is observed for these intervals.
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Figure 22. Box-counting of Rikitake (1958) dynamo reversal occurrence
times. DB ≈ 0.83.
4.3 Analysis of output of the Driscoll and Olson (2011)
dynamo model
4.3.1 Probability distribution of polarity interval durations
The maximum likelihood method of Clauset et al. (2009) applied
to 420 polarity intervals generated by the Driscoll and Olson (2011)
MHD model returned optimal xmin ≈ 0.47, α̂ ≈ 2.62. The semi-parametric
validity test as implemented with PLPVA.M (Clauset 2010) returned q ≈
0.43 using 2500 synthetic data sets (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. . Cumulative probability plot for 420 polarity intervals in
the Driscoll and Olson (2011) MHD model. xmin ≈ 0.47, α̂ ≈ 2.62, q ≈ 0.43.
Gray points are data not included in the fit.
4.3.2 Box-counting on the clustering of reversal occurrence times
Box-counting on 421 reversals generated by the Driscoll and
Olson (2011) MHD model (Figure 24) shows a roll-off at ∼1.0 simulated
Myr, similar to that seen in the geomagnetic field reversal data set.
DB ≈ 0.92 for box sizes > 1.0 simulated Myr.
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Table 2: Summary of xmin, α̂, q, and DB values measured in this study
including the range over which α̂ and DB apply.
Method Clauset et al. (2009) Box-counting
Parameter xmin α̂ q DB
Geomagnetic field 0.26 Myr 2.22 0.11 0.88
Rikitake (1958) 2.0 Myr 2.70 0.05 0.83
Driscoll and Olson (2011) 0.47 Myr 2.62 0.43 0.92
Figure 24. Box count of 421 synthetic reversal occurrence times generated
by Driscoll and Olson (2011) model. As with the geomagnetic data set, a
roll-off is seen at box size 1.0 simulated Myr. DB ≈ 0.92.
4.4 Comparison of xmin, α̂, q, and DB values measured in
this study
Table 2 lists all of the xmin, α̂, q, and DB values measured in
this study for the Earth′ geomagnetic reversal data and for the data
output by the Rikitake (1958) and Driscoll and Olson (2011) dynamo
models.
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5 Discussion of results
5.1 Low q-value output by the method of Clauset et al.
(2009) for geomagnetic polarity intervals
The roll-off of polarity intervals shorter than 0.26 Myr on
the cumulative probability plot of the geomagnetic polarity interval
data may be due to incomplete sampling of intervals < 0.26 Myr. A
roll-off of smaller sizes due to incomplete sampling has been observed
on cumulative probability plots of oil fields sizes (Barton and Scholz
1995) due to incomplete reporting of oil field sizes smaller than an
economically viable size and thus in this case the point at which the
data rolls away from a cumulative probability distribution was termed
an economic truncation of the power function.
Clauset et al. (2009) use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
goodness-of-fit statistic to find the optimal value of xmin. When
applied to the entire polarity interval data set, the method returns
optimal xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr, agreeing well with the beginning of the
roll-off estimated by visual inspection. The Clauset (2010) MATLAB
code PLPVA.M result of q ≈ 0.11 is at first surprising since the
polarity intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr appear to exhibit strong straight-line
behavior between interval sizes 0.26 Myr and 10 Myr on the cumulative
probability plot.
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5.2 Cumulative probability roll-off for geomagnetic
polarity intervals and and box-counting roll-off
for reversal occurrence times: incomplete data
explanation
The cumulative probability plot of polarity intervals displays a
roll-off from a power distribution for polarity intervals < 0.26 Myr
(black plot points in Figure 19). This roll-off was initially thought
to be caused by a perceptibility limit problem in data collection.
Power scaling appears to be present for polarity intervals ≥ 0.26
Myr, and deletion of the data points below 0.26 Myr results in a
scaling exponent α̂ ≈ 2.22 above the roll-off. To see how many
intervals would need to be added to meet an extrapolation of the
power distribution, synthetic power-distributed polarity intervals <
0.26 Myr in duration and having α = 2.22 were added to the empirical
intervals data set. This experiment showed that approximately 10,000
additional intervals would be required to bring the roll-off up to the
extrapolated power distribution (blue plot points in Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Black solid points represent original geomagnetic polarity
intervals data set, with roll-off at 0.26 Myr. Addition of 10,000
synthetic polarity intervals < 0.26 Myr in duration with scaling exponent
α = 2.22 fully extrapolates the power distribution between interval
durations 0.01 Myr and 0.26 Myr (blue solid points with power distribution
fit in red).
When this augmented data set is converted to synthetic occurrence
times via the MATLAB CUMSUM() function and box-counted, the power
function is also extrapolated between box sizes 0.01 Myr and 1.0
Myr (Figure 26). It is highly unlikely that ten thousand reversals
would have been missed during data collection. Therefore, 1) the
roll-off observed is likely true and 2) there are few, if any, missing
reversals of between 0.01 and 0.26 Myr in duration. This result
indicates that the underlying distribution for the polarity intervals
might be either a log-normal (Figure 12) which underestimates the
larger intervals, or a power distribution (Figure 19) which over
estimates the smaller intervals.
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Figure 26. Black solid points represent the box-counting on the original
geomagnetic reversal occurrence time data. Box-counting on synthetic
occurrence times generated from the augmented polarity interval data set
extrapolates the power function between box sizes 0.01 Myr and 1.0 Myr
(blue solid points with power function fit in red).
5.3 Another possible explanation of the cumulative
probability and box-counting results: two embedded
distributions
5.3.1 Division of the geomagnetic data sets based on the 1.0 Myr
roll-off point in box-counting
The roll-off at box size 1.0 Myr in the box-counting plots may
be a significant dividing point for the polarity interval data set.
The data set is divided into two subsets, the first with 251 polarity
intervals between 0.01 and 1.0 Myr and the second with 32 polarity
intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr. It is hypothesized that these two subsets
may follow two different distributions. Once the data have been
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divided at the 1.0 Myr box size, the previous analysis methods can
be re-applied to test the validity of the hypothesis of two embedded
distributions.
5.3.2 Cumulative probability for polarity interval durations ≥ 1.0
Myr
The subset of larger polarity intervals is re-analyzed with
the maximum likelihood method of Clauset et al. (2009), returning
xmin ≈ 1.13 Myr and α̂ ≈ 2.46. The revised xmin value is taken as
a refinement of the approximate 1.0 Myr dividing point of the data
set: two new subsets are created consisting of 261 polarity intervals
between 0.01 and 1.13 Ma and 22 polarity intervals ≥ 1.13 Ma. The
refined subset of 22 intervals is analyzed using the semi-parametric
validation test as implemented by PLPVA.M (Clauset 2010), which
returns q ≈ 0.64 (Figure 27).
Figure 27. Cumulative probability plot of 22 geomagnetic polarity
intervals between 1.0 Myr and 35 Myr. xmin ≈ 1.13 Myr, α̂ ≈ 2.46. The
q-value returned by PLPVA.M is 0.64.
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5.3.3 Box-counting of synthetic reversal occurrence times generated
from polarity intervals ≥ 1.13 Ma
The revised polarity interval subset ≥ 1.13 Myr is converted
into synthetic reversal occurrence times using the MATLAB function
CUMSUM(). The CUMSUM() function returns a vector containing the
cumulative sum of the input data (Mathworks 2013). Each value in the
vector represents a synthetic occurrence time. The occurrence times
are box-counted, returning a power function with DB ≈ 0.69 (Figure
28).
Figure 28. Box counting on synthetic reversal occurrence times generated
from geomagnetic polarity intervals ≥ 1.13 Myr. DB ≈ 0.69.
5.4 Clauset et al. (2009) methods on two embedded
distributions
The xmin value of 1.13 Myr returned by the maximum likelihood
method of Clauset et al. (2009) on the second subset of data is
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significantly larger than the initial estimate of xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr
for the inclusive polarity interval data set (see Table 1). The
semi-parametric validation method as implemented by PLPVA.M returned
q ≈ 0.64, a more favorable result than the initial q-value of 0.11.
This may imply that the algorithm used by Clauset et al. (2009) to
find the optimal value of xmin is not well suited for data containing
more than one probability distribution. PLFIT.M underestimates xmin
for the inclusive data set. The incorrect xmin estimate in turn
produces an incorrect value of α̂, which leads to the lower q-value.
To investigate how mixed distributions might affect the maximum
likelihood estimates of xmin and α̂, five synthetic, power distributed
polarity interval data sets are created using the MATLAB function
RANDHT() (Clauset 2010). Five sets each of polarity interval data
generated from exponential, log-normal, and gamma distributions are
created using the MATLAB functions EXPRND(), LOGNRND(), AND GAMRND(),
respectively. The parameters for these functions are obtained by
fitting the polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr with the MATLAB functions
EXPFIT(), LOGNFIT(), AND GAMFIT(). The power-distributed intervals
are mixed together with the other data sets via the RANDPERM()
function and re-analyzed with the maximum likelihood method of
Clauset et al. (2009). It can be seen in Table 3 that the mixed
distributions cause the maximum likelihood method to underestimate
xmin.
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Table 3: Maximum likelihood tests on combined data sets consisting of
power distributed data above xmin ≈ 1.13 Myr mixed with exponential,
log-normal, and gamma-distributed data < 1.13 Myr in duration. Comparison
of columns 3 and 4 show that xmin for the mixed data set is consistently
underestimated by the maximum likelihood method.
Exponential + Power
Trial αpower (xmin)power (xmin)mixed α̂mixed
1 2.46 1.13 0.56 2.70
2 1.33 0.53 2.55
3 1.08 0.34 2.36
4 1.07 0.30 2.32
5 1.03 0.45 2.60
Log-normal + Power
Trial αpower (xmin)power (xmin)mixed α̂mixed
1 2.46 1.00 0.28 2.34
2 1.06 0.36 2.51
3 1.01 0.37 2.48
4 1.02 0.26 2.45
5 1.08 0.32 2.54
Gamma + Power
Trial αpower (xmin)power (xmin)mixed α̂mixed
1 2.46 1.04 0.31 2.43
2 1.27 0.46 2.70
3 1.04 0.36 2.45
4 1.03 0.35 2.43
5 1.04 0.27 2.40
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5.5 Analysis of geomagnetic polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr
5.5.1 Probability distribution for polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr
Drawing on the work of previous authors (Cox 1968, Naidu 1971,
Gaffin 1989), distributions such as exponential, gamma, or log-normal
can be fit to the polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr. MATLAB provides
functions EXPFIT, LOGNFIT, and GAMFIT that can be used to find
appropriate fit parameters for the short polarity intervals data.
When these functions are applied, all three distributions are seen
qualitatively to be a good fit except to the 7 largest intervals
(Figure 29). The exponential fit underestimates the smallest
intervals, and the gamma fit underestimates the larger intervals.
Figure 29. Exponential, log-normal, and gamma distribution fits
(parameters determined by MATLAB functions EXPFIT(), LOGNFIT(), AND
GAMFIT()) to short (< 1.13 Myr) polarity intervals. All appear to fit
the polarity intervals reasonably well.
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Another possible ‘‘check’’ on how appropriate is the fit of each
function to the data is to subject the shorter polarity interval data
to a ‘‘canned’’ fitting software package such as the freeware program
CUMFREQ (Oosterbaan 2011). For the polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr,
CUMFREQ returns ‘‘asymptotic exponential (Poisson-type)’’ as the best
fit distribution for the data. The CUMFREQ result is shown as Figure
30.
Figure 30. CUMFREQ software analysis of the cumulative distribution of
geomagnetic polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr. Open circles represent the
data, solid black line represents the asymptotic exponential fit, and black
dashed lines represent 90 percent confidence limits for the fit.
The equation for ‘‘asymptotic exponential’’ returned by CUMFREQ is





As stated previously, a Poisson process will produce
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statistically independent data that follows an exponential
distribution. The CUMFREQ result confirms the exponential probability
fit suggested by Cox (1968), whose data set consisted of 48 polarity
intervals < 1.0 Myr in duration and only one interval > 1.0 Myr in
duration.
5.5.2 Box-counting on synthetic occurrence times obtained from
polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr
Figure 31 shows the result of box counting on geomagnetic
polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr.
Figure 31. Box counting on synthetic reversal dates created from polarity
intervals < 1.0 Myr.
To see which probability distribution (exponential, log-normal,
or gamma) best describes the box-counting data, the following method
is used. 1) Fit parameters for geomagnetic polarity intervals <
1.13 Myr are determined using EXPFIT(), LOGNFIT(), AND GAMFIT().
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2) Synthetic polarity intervals are generated using the obtained
fit parameters and the MATLAB functions EXPRND(), LOGNRND(), AND
GAMRND(), respectively. 3) The synthetic polarity intervals are
converted to synthetic occurrence times using the CUMSUM() function
and box-counted. The plots for these occurrence times are treated as
fit lines and are superimposed on Figure 32. The exponential fit is
seen to consistently underestimate the data at all box sizes, while
the log-normal fit underestimates for box sizes > 0.2 Myr. The
closest fit is that generated from the gamma-distributed data. The
results of this method are shown as Figure 33.
Figure 32. Fitting of box-counted geomagnetic reversal occurrence times
< 1.0 Myr by lines generated from the method outlined in section 5.5.2.
The exponential fit consistently underestimates all box sizes, while the
log-normal fit underestimates the data for box sizes > 0.2 Myr. The data
drawn from a gamma distribution data provides the best fit.
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5.6 Re-analysis of Driscoll and Olson (2011) dynamo model
under the two embedded distributions hypothesis
5.6.1 Cumulative probability of polarity intervals 1.0 Myr
Despite the higher q-value of 0.47 returned by PLPVA.M for the
Driscoll and Olson (2011) cumulative probability analysis, the data
was split into two subsets, 395 intervals < 1.0 simulated Myr and 26
intervals ≥ 1.0 simulated Myr, to see if similar results to those
of the split geomagnetic data set would be obtained. The method of
maximum likelihood returns xmin ≈ 1.09 simulated Myr, α̂ ≈ 2.50. q ≈
0.58.The cumulative probability plot is shown as Figure 33.
Figure 33. Cumulative probability plot for Driscoll and Olson (2011)
dynamo model, 26 polarity intervals ≥ 1.0 simulated Myr. xmin ≈ 1.09
simulated Myr, α̂ ≈ 2.50. PLPVA.M returns q ≈ 0.58.
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5.6.2 Box counting on synthetic occurrence times generated from
polarity intervals 1.09 simulated Myr
The Driscoll and Olson (2011) dynamo model polarity intervals ≥
1.09 Myr are box-counted and return DB ≈ 0.72 (Figure 34).
Figure 34. Box-counting on synthetic occurrence times generated from
Driscoll and Olson (2011) polarity intervals ≥ 1.09 simulated Myr. DB ≈
0.72.
Table 4 summarizes the results of analyses of the geomagnetic
field and Driscoll and Olson (2011) polarity intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr
. Power scaling for polarity intervals is validated for the larger
polarity intervals in both models, and there is less divergence
between values of the scaling exponent α̂.
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Table 4: Results of maximum likelihood, semi-parametric validity, and
box-counting tests on the geomagnetic field and Driscoll and Olson (2011)
polarity intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr.
Method Clauset et al. (2009) Box Counting
Parameter xmin α̂ q DB
Geomagnetic field 1.13 Myr 2.46 0.64 0.69
Driscoll and Olson (2011) 1.09 Myr 2.50 0.58 0.72
5.7 Possible physical interpretation of the results in
Table 4
A proposed interpretation of these results is as follows. As
suggested by McFadden and Merrill (1995), the geodynamo appears to
possess two separate states, reversing and non-reversing. These
correspond to periods of rapid reversal rate and of slow reversal
rate (superchrons). The roll-off in box-counting could be taken as
the former state. That is, the processes in the Eart′s interior that
give rise to polarity intervals < 1.0 Myr in duration constitute a
rapid reversing state while those giving rise to intervals ≥ 1.0 Myr
constitute the slower reversing rate. The 1.0 Myr interval duration
may be statistically significant relative to the various timescales on
which the geodynamo and reversal processes operate.
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6 Conclusions
Visual inspection of a plot of cumulative probability versus
interval duration of geomagnetic polarity intervals indicates the
presence of power scaling behavior for polarity intervals > 0.26
Myr in duration. Analysis using the maximum likelihood method of
Clauset et al. (2009) returns parameters xmin ≈ 0.26 Myr and α̂ ≈
2.22. The semi-parametric validation method of Clauset et al.
(2009) applied using these parameters initially casts doubt on the
appropriateness of a power distribution in the data set by returning
a q-value of 0.11 with the smaller intervals showing a roll-off.
Simultaneous analysis of the clustering of reversal dates using
the box-counting method confirms a power function behavior for the
larger polarity intervals (box sizes ≥ 1.0 Myr) with the smaller
box sizes showing a roll-off. When polarity intervals < 1.0 Myr are
not included in the power function, the polarity intervals produce
new estimates of xmin (1.13 Myr) and α̂ (2.46). The semi-parametric
validity analysis returns a higher q-value (0.64), confirming the
appropriateness of a power distribution for the larger polarity
intervals. The methods of Clauset et al. (2009) may incorrectly
estimate xmin and α̂ due to polarity intervals < 1.0 Myr following a
second probability distribution. The box-counting plot of geomagnetic
reversal occurrence times shows a roll-off at 1.0 Myr. For box sizes
≥ 1.13 Myr, box-counting returns DB ≈ 0.69.
When polarity intervals < 1.13 Myr are plotted as cumulative
probability versus interval duration and fit with exponential,
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log-normal, and gamma distributions, all appear to characterize the
shorter intervals equally well. When synthetic occurrence times <
1.0 Myr drawn from exponential, gamma, and log-normal probability
distributions are box-counted and the resulting plots superimposed
over the box count of geomagnetic data < 1.0 Myr, the result
indicates that a gamma distribution is the best fit to the shorter
intervals. All of these fits - exponential, log-normal, and gamma -
indicate that the shorter polarity intervals are independent and lack
memory.
All analysis methods used on the geomagnetic reversal sequence
are also applied to synthetic reversal patterns generated by two
geodynamo models, the Rikitake (1958) two-disk dynamo and the MHD
model of Driscoll and Olson (2011). The model results are compared to
the geomagnetic reversal data set. The Rikitake (1958) cumulative
probability plot shows no roll-off for short intervals, and the
maximum likelihood method of Clauset et al. (2009) returns xmin ≈
2.0 and α̂ ≈ 2.70. The semi-parametric validation method of Clauset
et al. (2009) returns a q-value of 0.05, indicating that the output
of the Rikitake (1958) dynamo is not well fit by a power distribution.
Box-counting on the reversal occurrence times of the Rikitake (1958)
model returns a power function with DB ≈ 0.83. The cumulative
probability plot for the geodynamo model of Driscoll and Olson (2011)
shows a roll-off, and the maximum likelihood method of Clauset et
al. (2009) returns xmin ≈ 0.47 and α̂ ≈ 2.62. The semi-parametric
validation method of Clauset et al. (2009) returns a q-value of 0.43,
supporting the appropriateness of fitting a power distribution to
the inclusive Driscoll and Olson (2011) data set. The Driscoll and
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Olson (2011) data set is also divided at the 1.0 Myr boundary, with
the methods of Clauset et al. (2009) applied to polarity interval
durations ≥ 1.0 simulated Myr returning xmin ≈ 1.09, α̂ ≈ 2.50, and
q ≈ 0.58. The box-counting analysis gives similar results to those
for the geomagnetic field, with a roll-off occurring at 1.0 simulated
Myr. DB ≈ 0.72 for box sizes ≥ 1.09 Myr. On the revised data set
of synthetic occurrence times generated from polarity intervals ≥
1.09 simulated Myr, DB ≈ 0.72.
Taken together, these findings indicate a potential refinement
of the boundary between the two separate reversing states suggested





Box-counting - analysis method in which boxes of a given size is
drawn around a graphical representation of a data set, and the
number of boxes occupied by data is counted. The box sizes are then
increased or decreased according to some rule and the counting process
is repeated. Plot points on a plot of box size (x-axis) versus number
of occupied boxes (y-axis) will show linear behavior if the data can
be described by a power function.
Complementary cumulative distribution function - the probability
that a random variable X following a given probability distribution
will be greater than some value x.
Complementary cumulative probability - see Complementary cumulative
distribution function.
Dependence - in probability theory, two events A and B are dependent
if the chance of B occurring is influenced by the occurrence of A.
Exponential distribution - probability distribution having rate
parameter λ. The exponential distribution is commonly used to model
time intervals between successive events, with the length of each time
interval being independent of the previous intervals.
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Geomagnetic field reversal - 180 degree change in the polarity of
the geomagnetic field. In contrast to magnetic self-reversals,
field reversals can be verified by worldwide correlation in rocks
of identical age.
Gamma distribution - probability distribution having shape parameter
k and scale parameter θ. The gamma distribution is commonly used
to model waiting times, with the duration of each waiting time being
independent of previous waiting times.
Gamma process - a random process having independent increments. The
distribution function is a gamma distribution with shape parameter k
and scale parameter θ. When k = 1, the distribution is exponential.
Independence in probability theory, two events A and B are
independent if the chance of B occurring is not influenced by the
occurrence of A.
Magnetohydrodynamics - the study of the dynamics of electrically
conducting fluids.
Memory - see dependence.
Poisson process - a random process in which the number of events
and their occurrence times over a given time interval is counted.
The sequence of time intervals between events has an exponential
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distribution with rate parameter λ and each event is assumed to
be independent of other events in the sequence. Examples include
radioactive decay and the time between telephone calls to a
switchboard.
Power distribution - a probability distribution in which the
frequency of an event varies as a power of some property of that event
(such as its size or duration).
Power function - a function or rule having the form y = Cxr where C
is a constant, x is a variable, and r is a real number that can take
non-integer values. When plotted on log-transformed axes , the x − y
pairs in a power function display linear behavior.
Self-reversal - magnetic reversal caused by physical or chemical
changes within a rock rather than by a change in the polarity of the
Earth’s magnetic field.
Tail - the region of a probability distribution plot consisting of
those data values having the lowest probability of occurrence.
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Appendix B Geomagnetic reversal occurrence
times from Cande and Kent (1995)
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Appendix B – Continued from previous page










































Appendix C Geomagnetic reversal occurrence
times from Kent and Gradstein (1986)
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Appendix D Rikitake dynamo model reversal
occurrence times †
Occurrence time Occurrence time Occurrence time
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Appendix D – Continued from previous page
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Appendix D – Continued from previous page
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Appendix E Driscoll and Olson (2011) dynamo
model reversal occurrence times ‡
Occurrence time Occurrence time Occurrence time
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Appendix E – Continued from previous page
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Appendix E – Continued from previous page
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Appendix E – Continued from previous page
Occurrence time Occurrence time









































‡ Data provided by Peter Driscoll (2011)
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Appendix F MATLAB code randht.m (Clauset 2007)
function x=randht(n, varargin)
% RANDHT generates n observations distributed as some continous
heavy -
% tailed distribution. Options are power law , log -normal , stretched
% exponential , power law with cutoff , and exponential. Can specify
lower
% cutoff , if desired.
%
% Example:
% x = randht (10000,’ powerlaw ’,alpha);
% x = randht (10000,’xmin ’,xmin ,’powerlaw ’,alpha);
% x = randht (10000,’cutoff ’,alpha , lambda);
% x = randht (10000,’ exponential ’,lambda);
% x = randht (10000,’log -normal ’,mu,sigma);
% x = randht (10000,’ stretched ’,lambda ,beta);
%
% See also PLFIT , PLVAR , PLPVA
%
% Source: http ://www.santafe.edu/~ aaronc/powerlaws/
% Version 1.0 (2007 May)
% Version 1.0.1 (2007 September)
% Version 1.0.2 (2008 April)
% Copyright (C) 2007 Aaron Clauset (Santa Fe Institute)
% Distributed under GPL 2.0
% http ://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html


















case ’xmin’, xmin = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’powerlaw ’, type = ’PL’; alpha = varargin{i+1};
i = i + 1;
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case ’cutoff ’, type = ’PC’; alpha = varargin{i+1};
lambda = varargin{i+2}; i = i + 2;
case ’exponential ’, type = ’EX’; lambda = varargin{i+1};
i = i + 1;
case ’log -normal ’, type = ’LN’; mu = varargin{i+1};
sigma = varargin{i+2};i = i + 2;
case ’stretched ’, type = ’ST’; lambda = varargin{i+1};
beta = varargin{i+2}; i = i + 2;








if (~ isscalar(n) || n$ <$1)




if (~ isscalar(xmin) || xmin$ <$1)






rand(’twister ’,sum (100* clock));
end;
switch type
case ’EX’, x = xmin - (1/ lambda)*log(1-rand(n,1));
case ’LN’,





















y = xmin - (1/ lambda)*log(1-rand (10*n,1));
while true
y(rand (10*n,1)$>$=(y./xmin).^(-alpha)) = [];










y = xmin - (1/ lambda)*log(1-rand (10*n,1));
end;
end;
otherwise , x = xmin*(1-rand(n,1)).^( -1/(alpha -1));
end;
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Appendix G MATLAB code plfit.m (Clauset 2010)
function [alpha , xmin , L]=plfit(x, varargin)
% PLFIT fits a power -law distributional model to data.
% Source: http ://www.santafe.edu/~ aaronc/powerlaws/
%
% PLFIT(x) estimates x_min and alpha according to the goodness -of
-fit
% based method described in Clauset , Shalizi , Newman (2007). x is
a
% vector of observations of some quantity to which we wish to fit
the
% power -law distribution p(x) ~ x^-alpha for x $>$= xmin.
% PLFIT automatically detects whether x is composed of real or
integer
% values , and applies the appropriate method. For discrete data ,
if
% min(x) $>$ 1000, PLFIT uses the continuous approximation , which
is
% a reliable in this regime.
%
% The fitting procedure works as follows:
% 1) For each possible choice of x_min , we estimate alpha via the
% method of maximum likelihood , and calculate the Kolmogorov -
Smirnov
% goodness -of-fit statistic D.
% 2) We then select as our estimate of x_min , the value that
gives the
% minimum value D over all values of x_min.
%
% Note that this procedure gives no estimate of the uncertainty
of the
% fitted parameters , nor of the validity of the fit.
%
% Example:
% x = (1-rand (10000 ,1)).^( -1/(2.5 -1));
% [alpha , xmin , L] = plfit(x);
%
% The output ’alpha ’ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the
scaling
% exponent , ’xmin ’ is the estimate of the lower bound of the
power -law
% behavior , and L is the log -likelihood of the data x$>$=xmin
under the
% fitted power law.
%
% For more information , try ’type plfit ’
%
% See also PLVAR , PLPVA
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% Version 1.0 (2007 May)
% Version 1.0.2 (2007 September)
% Version 1.0.3 (2007 September)
% Version 1.0.4 (2008 January)
% Version 1.0.5 (2008 March)
% Version 1.0.6 (2008 July)
% Version 1.0.7 (2008 October)
% Version 1.0.8 (2009 February)
% Version 1.0.9 (2009 October)
% Version 1.0.10 (2010 January)
% Copyright (C) 2008 -2010 Aaron Clauset (Santa Fe Institute)
% Distributed under GPL 2.0
% http ://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html




% 1. In order to implement the integer -based methods in Matlab , the
numeric
% maximization of the log -likelihood function was used. This
requires
% that we specify the range of scaling parameters considered. We
set
% this range to be [1.50 : 0.01 : 3.50] by default. This vector
can be
% set by the user like so,
%
% a = plfit(x,’range ’ ,[1.001:0.001:5.001]);
%
% 2. PLFIT can be told to limit the range of values considered as
estimates
% for xmin in three ways. First , it can be instructed to sample
these
% possible values like so,
%
% a = plfit(x,’sample ’ ,100);
%
% which uses 100 uniformly distributed values on the sorted list
of
% unique values in the data set. Second , it can simply omit all
% candidates above a hard limit , like so
%
% a = plfit(x,’limit ’ ,3.4);
%
% Finally , it can be forced to use a fixed value , like so
%
% a = plfit(x,’xmin ’ ,3.4);
%




% 3. When the input sample size is small (e.g., $<$ 100), the
continuous
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% estimator is slightly biased (toward larger values of alpha).
To




% a = plfit(x,’finite ’);
%
% which does a small -size correction to alpha.
%
% 4. For continuous data , PLFIT can return erroneously large
estimates of
% alpha when xmin is so large that the number of obs x $>$= xmin
is very
% small. To prevent this , we can truncate the search over xmin
values
% before the finite -size bias becomes significant by calling
PLFIT as
%
% a = plfit(x,’nosmall ’);
%














case ’range’, vec = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’sample ’, sample = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’limit’, limit = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’xmin’, xminx = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’finite ’, finite = true; i = i + 1;
case ’nowarn ’, nowarn = true; i = i + 1;
case ’nosmall ’, nosmall = true; i = i + 1;








if ~isempty(vec) \&\& (~ isvector(vec) || min(vec)$<$=1),
fprintf(’(PLFIT) Error: ’’range’’ argument must contain a
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vector; using default .\n’);
vec = [];
end;
if ~isempty(sample) \&\& (~ isscalar(sample) || sample$ <$2),
fprintf(’(PLFIT) Error: ’’sample ’’ argument must be a
positive integer $>$ 1; using default .\n’);
sample = [];
end;
if ~isempty(limit) \&\& (~ isscalar(limit) || limit$ <$min(x)),
fprintf(’(PLFIT) Error: ’’limit’’ argument must be a
positive value $>$= 1; using default .\n’);
limit = [];
end;
if ~isempty(xminx) \&\& (~ isscalar(xminx) || xminx$ >$=max(x)),
fprintf(’(PLFIT) Error: ’’xmin’’ argument must be a positive
value $<$ max(x); using default behavior .\n’);
xminx = [];
end;
% reshape input vector
x = reshape(x,numel(x) ,1);
% select method (discrete or continuous) for fitting
if isempty(setdiff(x,floor(x))), f_dattype = ’INTS’;
elseif isreal(x), f_dattype = ’REAL’;
else f_dattype = ’UNKN’;
end;








xmins = xmins (1:end -1);
if ~isempty(xminx),
xmins = xmins(find(xmins$ >$=xminx ,1,’first ’));
end;
if ~isempty(limit),













% estimate alpha using direct MLE
a = n ./ sum( log(z./xmin) );
if nosmall ,






% compute KS statistic
cx = (0:n-1) ’./n;
cf = 1-(xmin./z).^a;
dat(xm) = max( abs(cf -cx) );
end;
D = min(dat);
xmin = xmins(find(dat$ <$=D,1,’first’));
z = x(x$ >$=xmin);
n = length(z);
alpha = 1 + n ./ sum( log(z./xmin) );
if finite , alpha = alpha*(n-1)/n+1/n; end; % finite -size
correction
if n $<$ 50 \&\& ~finite \&\& ~nowarn ,
fprintf(’(PLFIT) Warning: finite -size bias may be
present. \n’);
end;
L = n*log((alpha -1)/xmin) - alpha .*sum(log(z./xmin));
case ’INTS’,
if isempty(vec),
vec = (1.50:0.01:3.50); % covers range of most
practical
end; % scaling parameters
zvec = zeta(vec);
xmins = unique(x);
xmins = xmins (1:end -1);
if ~isempty(xminx),











fprintf(’(PLFIT) Error: x must contain at least two
unique values. \textbackslashn ’);
















% vectorized version of numerical calculation
zdiff = sum( repmat ((1:xmin -1) ’,1,length(vec))
.^-repmat(vec ,xmin -1,1) ,1);
L = -vec.*sum(log(z)) - n.*log(zvec - zdiff);
catch
% catch: force loop to default to iterative
version for





% force iterative calculation (more memory efficient
, but
% can be slower)
L = -Inf*ones(size(vec));
slogz = sum(log(z));
xminvec = (1:xmin -1);
for k=1: length(vec)





% compute KS statistic
fit = cumsum (((( xmin:xmax).^-vec(I)))./ (zvec(I) - sum
((1:xmin -1).^-vec(I))));
cdi = cumsum(hist(z,xmin:xmax)./n);
dat(xm ,:) = [max(abs( fit - cdi )) vec(I)];
end
% select the index for the minimum value of D
[D,I] = min(dat(:,1));
xmin = xmins(I);
z = x(x$ >$=xmin);
n = length(z);
alpha = dat(I,2);
if finite , alpha = alpha*(n-1)/n+1/n; end; % finite -size
correction
if n $<$ 50 \&\& ~finite \&\& ~nowarn ,




L = -alpha*sum(log(z)) - n*log(zvec(find(vec$ <$=alpha ,1,
’last’)) - sum ((1:xmin -1).^-alpha));
otherwise ,








Appendix H MATLAB code plplot.m (Clauset 2008)
function h=plplot(x, xmin , alpha)
% PLPLOT visualizes a power -law distributional model with empirical
data.
% Source: http ://www.santafe.edu/~ aaronc/powerlaws/
%
% PLPLOT(x, xmin , alpha) plots (on log axes) the data contained
in x
% and a power -law distribution of the form p(x) ~ x^-alpha for
% x $>$= xmin. For additional customization , PLPLOT returns a
pair of
% handles , one to the empirical and one to the fitted data series
. By
% default , the empirical data is plotted as ’bo’ and the fitted
form is
% plotted as ’k--’. PLPLOT automatically detects whether x is
composed
% of real or integer values , and applies the appropriate plotting
% method. For discrete data , if min(x) $>$ 50, PLFIT uses the
continuous
% approximation , which is a reliable in this regime.
%
% Example:
% xmin = 5;
% alpha = 2.5;
% x = xmin .*(1- rand (10000 ,1)).^( -1/(alpha -1));
% h = plplot(x,xmin ,alpha);
%
% For more information , try ’type plplot ’
%
% See also PLFIT , PLVAR , PLPVA
% Version 1.0 (2008 February)
% Copyright (C) 2008 Aaron Clauset (Santa Fe Institute)
% Distributed under GPL 2.0
% http ://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html




% reshape input vector
x = reshape(x,numel(x) ,1);
% initialize storage for output handles
h = zeros (2,1);
% select method (discrete or continuous) for plotting
if isempty(setdiff(x,floor(x))), f_dattype = ’INTS’;
elseif isreal(x), f_dattype = ’REAL’;
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else f_dattype = ’UNKN’;
end;
if strcmp(f_dattype ,’INTS’) \&\& min(x) $>$ 50,
f_dattype = ’REAL’;
end;




c = [sort(x) (n: -1:1) ’./n];
q = sort(x(x$ >$=xmin));
cf = [q (q./xmin).^(1- alpha)];
cf(:,2) = cf(:,2) .* c(find(c(:,1)$>$=xmin ,1,’first’) ,2);
figure;
h(1) = loglog(c(:,1),c(:,2),’b.’,’MarkerSize ’,8,’
MarkerFaceColor ’ ,[1 1 1]); hold on;
h(2) = loglog(cf(:,1),cf(:,2),’k--’,’LineWidth ’ ,2); hold off
;
xr = [10.^ floor(log10(min(x))) 10.^ ceil(log10(max(x)))];
xrt = (round(log10(xr(1))):2: round(log10(xr(2))));
if length(xrt)$<$4 , xrt = (round(log10(xr(1))):1: round(log10
(xr(2)))); end;
yr = [10.^ floor(log10 (1/n)) 1];
yrt = (round(log10(yr(1))):2: round(log10(yr(2))));
if length(yrt)$<$4 , yrt = (round(log10(yr(1))):1: round(log10
(yr(2)))); end;
set(gca ,’XLim’,xr ,’XTick’ ,10.^xrt);
set(gca ,’YLim’,yr ,’YTick’ ,10.^yrt ,’FontSize ’ ,16);





c = hist(x,q) ’./n;
c = [[q; q(end)+1] 1-[0; cumsum(c)]]; c(c(:,2)$<$10^-10,:) =
[];
cf = ((xmin:q(end)) ’.^-alpha)./( zeta(alpha) - sum ((1:xmin -1)
.^-alpha));
cf = [(xmin:q(end)+1)’ 1-[0; cumsum(cf)]];
cf(:,2) = cf(:,2) .* c(c(:,1)==xmin ,2);
figure;
h(1) = loglog(c(:,1),c(:,2),’b.’,’MarkerSize ’,8,’
MarkerFaceColor ’ ,[1 1 1]); hold on;
h(2) = loglog(cf(:,1),cf(:,2),’k--’,’LineWidth ’ ,2); hold off
;
xr = [10.^ floor(log10(min(x))) 10.^ ceil(log10(max(x)))];
xrt = (round(log10(xr(1))):2: round(log10(xr(2))));
if length(xrt)$<$4 , xrt = (round(log10(xr(1))):1: round(log10
(xr(2)))); end;
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yr = [10.^ floor(log10 (1/n)) 1];
yrt = (round(log10(yr(1))):2: round(log10(yr(2))));
if length(yrt)$<$4 , yrt = (round(log10(yr(1))):1: round(log10
(yr(2)))); end;
set(gca ,’XLim’,xr ,’XTick’ ,10.^xrt);
set(gca ,’YLim’,yr ,’YTick’ ,10.^yrt ,’FontSize ’ ,16);
ylabel(’Pr(X \geq x)’,’FontSize ’ ,16);
xlabel(’x’,’FontSize ’ ,16)
otherwise ,






Appendix I MATLAB code plpva.m (Clauset (2009)
function [p,gof]=plpva(x, xmin , varargin)
% PLPVA calculates the p-value for the given power -law fit to some
data.
% Source: http ://www.santafe.edu/~ aaronc/powerlaws/
%
% PLPVA(x, xmin) takes data x and given lower cutoff for the
power -law
% behavior xmin and computes the corresponding p-value for the
% Kolmogorov -Smirnov test , according to the method described in
% Clauset , Shalizi , Newman (2007).
% PLPVA automatically detects whether x is composed of real or
integer
% values , and applies the appropriate method. For discrete data ,
if
% min(x) $>$ 1000, PLPVA uses the continuous approximation , which
is
% a reliable in this regime.
%
% The fitting procedure works as follows:
% 1) For each possible choice of x_min , we estimate alpha via the
% method of maximum likelihood , and calculate the Kolmogorov -
Smirnov
% goodness -of-fit statistic D.
% 2) We then select as our estimate of x_min , the value that
gives the
% minimum value D over all values of x_min.
%
% Note that this procedure gives no estimate of the uncertainty
of the
% fitted parameters , nor of the validity of the fit.
%
% Example:
% x = (1-rand (10000 ,1)).^( -1/(2.5 -1));
% [p, gof] = plpva(x, 1);
%
% For more information , try ’type plpva ’
%
% See also PLFIT , PLVAR
% Version 1.0 (2007 May)
% Version 1.0.2 (2007 September)
% Version 1.0.3 (2007 September)
% Version 1.0.4 (2008 January)
% Version 1.0.5 (2008 March)
% Version 1.0.6 (2008 April)
% Version 1.0.7 (2009 October)
% Version 1.0.8 (2012 January)
% Copyright (C) 2008 -2012 Aaron Clauset (Santa Fe Institute)
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% Distributed under GPL 2.0
% http ://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html




% 1. In order to implement the integer -based methods in Matlab , the
numeric
% maximization of the log -likelihood function was used. This
requires
% that we specify the range of scaling parameters considered. We
set
% this range to be [1.50 : 0.01 : 3.50] by default. This vector
can be
% set by the user like so,
%
% p = plpva(x, 1,’range ’ ,[1.001:0.001:5.001]);
%
% 2. PLPVA can be told to limit the range of values considered as
estimates
% for xmin in two ways. First , it can be instructed to sample
these
% possible values like so,
%
% a = plpva(x,1,’sample ’ ,100);
%
% which uses 100 uniformly distributed values on the sorted list
of
% unique values in the data set. Second , it can simply omit all
% candidates above a hard limit , like so
%
% a = plpva(x,1,’limit ’ ,3.4);
%
% Finally , it can be forced to use a fixed value , like so
%
% a = plpva(x,1,’xmin ’,1);
%




% 3. The default number of semiparametric repetitions of the fitting
% procedure is 1000. This number can be changed like so
%
% p = plvar(x, 1,’reps ’ ,10000);
%
% 4. To silence the textual output to the screen , do this
%
















case ’range’, vec = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’sample ’, sample = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’limit’, limit = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’xmin’, xminx = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’reps’, Bt = varargin{i+1}; i = i + 1;
case ’silent ’, quiet = true;








if ~isempty(vec) \&\& (~ isvector(vec) || min(vec)$<$=1),
fprintf(’(PLPVA) Error: ’’range’’ argument must contain a
vector; using default .\n’);
vec = [];
end;
if ~isempty(sample) \&\& (~ isscalar(sample) || sample$ <$2),
fprintf(’(PLPVA) Error: ’’sample ’’ argument must be a
positive integer $>$ 1; using default .\n’);
sample = [];
end;
if ~isempty(limit) \&\& (~ isscalar(limit) || limit$ <$1),
fprintf(’(PLPVA) Error: ’’limit’’ argument must be a
positive value $>$= 1; using default .\n’);
limit = [];
end;
if ~isempty(Bt) \&\& (~ isscalar(Bt) || Bt$ <$2),
fprintf(’(PLPVA) Error: ’’reps’’ argument must be a positive
value $>$ 1; using default .\n’);
Bt = [];
end;
if ~isempty(xminx) \&\& (~ isscalar(xminx) || xminx$ >$=max(x)),
fprintf(’(PLPVA) Error: ’’xmin’’ argument must be a positive
value $<$ max(x); using default behavior .\n’);
xminx = [];
end;
% reshape input vector
x = reshape(x,numel(x) ,1);
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% select method (discrete or continuous) for fitting
if isempty(setdiff(x,floor(x))), f_dattype = ’INTS’;
elseif isreal(x), f\_dattype = ’REAL’;
else f\_dattype = ’UNKN’;
end;





x = reshape(x,N,1); % guarantee x is a column vector
if isempty(rand_state)
rand_state = cputime;
rand(’twister ’,sum (100* clock));
end;
if isempty(Bt), Bt = 1000; end;
nof = zeros(Bt ,1);
if ~quiet ,
fprintf(’Power -law Distribution , p-value calculation\n’);
fprintf(’ Copyright 2007 -2010 Aaron Clauset\n’);
fprintf(’ Warning: This can be a slow calculation; please be
patient .\n’);




% estimate xmin and alpha , accordingly
switch f_dattype ,
case ’REAL’,
% compute D for the empirical distribution
z = x(x$ >$=xmin); nz = length(z);
y = x(x$ <$xmin); ny = length(y);
alpha = 1 + nz ./ sum( log(z./xmin) );
cz = (0:nz -1) ’./nz;
cf = 1-(xmin./sort(z)).^(alpha -1);
gof = max( abs(cz - cf) );
pz = nz/N;
% compute distribution of gofs from semi -parametric
bootstrap
% of entire data set with fit
for B=1: length(nof)
% semi -parametric bootstrap of data
n1 = sum(rand(N,1)$>$pz);
q1 = y(ceil(ny.*rand(n1 ,1)));
n2 = N-n1;
q2 = xmin*(1-rand(n2 ,1)).^( -1/(alpha -1));
q = sort([q1; q2]);
% estimate xmin and alpha via GoF -method
qmins = unique(q);
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qmins = qmins (1:end -1);
if ~isempty(xminx),
qmins = qmins(find(qmins$ >$=xminx ,1,’first ’));
end;
if ~isempty(limit),
qmins(qmins$ >$limit) = [];











a = nq ./ sum( log(zq./qmin) );
cq = (0:nq -1) ’./nq;
cf = 1-(qmin./zq).^a;
dat(qm) = max( abs(cq - cf) );
end;
if ~quiet ,
fprintf(’[%i]\tp = %6.4f\t[%4.2fm]\n’,B,sum(nof (1:B)
$>$=gof)./B,toc /60);
end;
% store distribution of estimated gof values
nof(B) = min(dat);
end;
p = sum(nof$ >$=gof)./ length(nof);
case ’INTS’,
if isempty(vec),
vec = (1.50:0.01:3.50); % covers range of most
practical
end; % scaling parameters
zvec = zeta(vec);
% compute D for the empirical distribution
z = x(x$ >$=xmin); nz = length(z); xmax = max(z
);
y = x(x$ <$xmin); ny = length(y);
L = -Inf*ones(size(vec));
for k=1: length(vec)









gof = max(abs( fit - cdi ));
pz = nz/N;
mmax = 20* xmax;
pdf = [zeros(xmin -1,1); ((( xmin:mmax).^-alpha)) ’./ (zvec(I)
- sum ((1:xmin -1).^-alpha))];
cdf = [(1: mmax +1)’ [cumsum(pdf); 1]];
% compute distribution of gofs from semi -parametric
bootstrap
% of entire data set with fit
for B=1: length(nof)
% semi -parametric bootstrap of data
n1 = sum(rand(N,1)$>$pz);
q1 = y(ceil(ny.*rand(n1 ,1)));
n2 = N-n1;
% simple discrete zeta generator
r2 = sort(rand(n2 ,1)); c = 1;
q2 = zeros(n2 ,1); k = 1;
for i=xmin:mmax+1




if k$>$n2 , break; end;
end;
q = [q1; q2];
% estimate xmin and alpha via GoF -method
qmins = unique(q);
qmins = qmins (1:end -1);
if ~isempty(xminx),
qmins = qmins(find(qmins$ >$=xminx ,1,’first ’));
end;
if ~isempty(limit),
qmins(qmins$ >$limit) = [];







qmax = max(q); zq = q;
for qm=1: length(qmins)
qmin = qmins(qm);




% vectorized version of numerical
calculation
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zdiff = sum( repmat ((1:qmin -1) ’,1,length(vec
)).^-repmat(vec ,qmin -1,1) ,1);
L = -vec.*sum(log(zq)) - nq.*log(zvec -
zdiff);
catch




qminvec = (1:qmin -1);
for k=1: length(vec)





fit = cumsum (((( qmin:qmax).^-vec(I)))./ (zvec(I)
- sum ((1:qmin -1).^-vec(I))));
cdi = cumsum(hist(zq ,(qmin:qmax))./nq);






fprintf(’[%i]\tp = %6.4f\t[%4.2fm]\n’,B,sum(nof (1:B)
$>$=gof)./B,toc /60);
end;
% -- store distribution of estimated gof values
nof(B) = min(dat);
end;
p = sum(nof$ >$=gof)./ length(nof);
otherwise ,







Appendix J MATLAB code EQ 2disc02b.m, after
Volobuev (2006)
function ydot=eq_2disc02b(t,y,mu,K,F0);
%Equation of the double disc dynamo chaotic attractor for a
‘"TOY" model.
%Volobuev , D. "Toy" dynamo to describe the long -term solar
activity cycles. Solar Physics 238, 421 -430 (2006)
%
%Example of MatLab 5.x-6.x command line call:
%
%options=odeset ;[T,Y] = ode45(@eq_2disc02b ,1:1:120 ,[ -3 0 -8




A=mu*(K^2-K^-2); %constants , see paper , pp. 423 -424
dt=.06; %dt=1; %this is a time scale multiplier; dt=.06 is






end % end function ydot=eq_2disc02b(t,y,mu ,K,F0)
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Appendix K MATLAB code syntheticCantorGenerator.m
(Moisy 2006, Craig 2010)
%{
syntheticCantorGenerator
by Patrick Craig / Frederic Moisy
last modified 4-28-11
%}
total = str2double(input(’How many segments total? ’, ’s’));
keep = str2double(input(’How many segments in the generator? ’, ’s’)
);
% --- randassign here makes a "consistent" random Cantor set ----%
%| p = randassign(total , keep); |
% ---------------------------------------------------------------%
iterations = str2double(input(’How many iterations? ’, ’s’));
totalSegments = total^iterations; % total_boxes is total number of
Cantor ’boxes ’
c = true(1, totalSegments); % generates array of logical ones
c = boxdiv1(c,total ,keep); % function call to boxdiv1 (Moisy 2006)
fdimension = log(keep) / log(1 / total); % calculate ideal fractal
dimension
display(’ ’);
display ([’Out of ’, num2str(total), ’ segments , ’, num2str(keep), ’
are kept’]);
display(’ ’);
display ([’Fractal dimension: log(’, num2str(keep), ’) / ’, ’log(1/’,
num2str(total), ’) = ’, num2str(fdimension)]);
j = find(c); % find indices corresponding to ’on’ segments in c
j = j’;
% ----------- Moisy (2006) setup for graphical display --------- %
plot(imagesc (~c)); % plots Cantor set
set(gca ,’PlotBoxAspectRatio ’ ,[40 1 1]);




% ------- Use only if a datafile needs to be generated -------%




Appendix L MATLAB code boxdiv1.m (Moisy 2006,
Craig 2010)
function c = boxdiv1(c,total , keep)
% creates a random Cantor dust
p = [1 0 1]; % modify to generate a deterministic Cantor Set
%p = randassign(total , keep); % generates random Cantor pattern
divisor = length(p); % determines how to the set is split
linelength = length(c);
if linelength $>$ 1
segmentlength = round(linelength / divisor); % length of
each segment
sn = 1; %’segment number;’ for triadic cantor this is 1, 2,
or 3
for i = 1: segmentlength:linelength % loop from 1 to end in
steps of segmentlength
if p(sn) % is this number a ’1’ or a ’0’ (’on ’ or ’
off ’)?
c(i:i+segmentlength -1) = true; % ’turn on’ this
segment if p(sn) is true
c(i:i+segmentlength -1) = boxdiv1(c(i:i+segmentlength
-1),total ,keep); % recursive call
else
c(i:i+segmentlength -1) = false; % ’turn off ’ this
segment if p(sn) is false
end % end if
sn = sn + 1; % move to the next segment
end % end for
end % end if
end % end function c = boxdiv1(c,p)
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Appendix M MATLAB code randassign.m (Craig
2010)
function p = randassign(total , keep)
% random pattern vector generator
% by Patrick Craig
% randassign creates a ’pattern ’ row vector populated with ones and
zeros in random order
p = zeros(1, total);
indices = randperm(total);
p(indices (1: keep)) = 1;
end % end function randassign ()
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Appendix N MATLAB code OneDSmall2LargeBoxCountFn.m
(Craig 2010)
function [x,y,nb] = OneDSmall2LargeBoxCountFn(dataset ,L2,x,y,N)
%{
by Patrick Craig






numboxes = 1; % initialization of numboxes
nb = zeros(size(x)); % array to store number of boxes after
each iteration
while numboxes $>$= 1 % as long as there are 1 or more boxes
...
boxsize = min(diff(dataset)) * multiplier; % set size
of each box
numboxes = L2 / boxsize; % determine total number of
boxes of given size
if myindex $$ >$$ N $||$ boxsize $$ >$$ L2 % stop if
boxes become too large
break;
end % end if
for subcount = 0: numboxes % loop to check for occupied
boxes
testcond = (boxsize*subcount) $<$= dataset &
dataset $<$
(boxsize *( subcount +1)); %test condition
y(myindex) = y(myindex) + any(testcond);
x(myindex) = boxsize;
end % end for
multiplier = multiplier * 2; % Increases box size
geometrically (base 2)
nb(myindex) = ceil(numboxes);
myindex = myindex + 1; % increment myindex
end % end while
end % end function OneDSmall2largeBoxCountFn(dataset ,L1 ,L2 ,x,y,N)
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Appendix O MATLAB code OneDSmall2LargeBoxScript.m
(Craig 2010)
function [x y nb] = OneDSmall2LargeBoxScript(filename)
%{
by Patrick Craig
Script used with OneDSmall2LargeBoxCountFn
%}
dataset = load(filename);
N = ceil(log2(max(dataset) / min(diff(dataset)))); %
Determines number of iterations
x = zeros(N,1); % initialize array for N x-values
y = zeros(N,1); % initialize array for N y-values
[x,y,nb] = OneDSmall2largeBoxcountFn(dataset ,max(dataset),x
,y,N);
[x,y,nb] = trimpoints1D(dataset ,x,y,nb); % trim off
unusable plot points




[beta ,xfit ,fitline ,upperConfidence ,lowerConfidence] =
PowerLawFit(x,y); % determine power fit
axis square
% ----match order of magnitude on both axes ----
v = axis;
xmag = log10(v(2)) - log10(v(1));
ymag = log10(v(4)) - log10(v(3));
if xmag $<$ ymag
v(2) = 10^( log10(v(2)) + (ymag - xmag));
else




title(’Box count of reversal occurrence times ’)
xlabel(’Box size (Myr)’)
ylabel(’Number of occupied boxes’)
end % end function OneDSmall2LargeBoxScript
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Appendix P MATLAB code trimpoints1D.m (Craig
2010)
function [x,y,nb] = trimpoints1D(dataset ,x,y,nb)
%{
by Patrick Craig
This function ‘‘trims ’’ points representing when the box
size becomes too large or too small , producing no usable
information for the plot
%}
% trim from the higher x values (box sizes become too large;
saturation)
idx = y $<$ nb; % indices where no. of occupied boxes is
fewer than number boxes total
x = x(idx); % Assign qualifying box size to array x
y = y(idx); % Assign corresponding no. of occupied boxes to
array y
nb = nb(idx); % Assign qualifying total no. boxes to array
nb
% trim from the lower x values (box sizes become too small)
idx2 = x $>$ min(diff(dataset)); % box sizes must be larger
than smallest gap in data set
x = x(idx2); % assign to x all qualifying values
y = y(idx2); % assign to y all qualifying values
nb = nb(idx2); % assign to nb all qualifying values
end %end function trimpoints
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Appendix Q MATLAB code PowerLawFit.m
(Smigelski 2010)
function [beta ,xfit ,fitline] = PowerLawFit(x,y)
% by Jeff Smigelski
%eliminate zeros because taking the logarithm
% y = y(find(x$>$0));
% x = x(find(x$>$0));
%
% x = x(find(y$>$0));




%also ignore values outside min and max specified by call
% x = x(find(x$>$xmin));
% xfit = x(find(x$<$xmax));
% B = find(x$<$xmax);
% yfit = y(B);
% % % %Comment Out to Run... test code
xfit=xData;
yfit=yData;
%Fit with polyfit ...
p = polyfit(log10(xfit),log10(yfit) ,1);
fitline = p(1)*log10(xfit)+p(2);
fitline = 10.^ fitline;
beta = p(1);
% f = polyval(p,xfit);
% table = [xfit yfit f yfit -f];
% figure; loglog(xfit ,yfit ,’b’,xfit ,f,’g’,xfit ,fitline ,’r’,’
LineWidth ’,2);




% Switch case statements to assign text boxes
% text (0.05 ,0.2 ,[ ’ Beta = ’,num2str(alpha)],’Units ’,’normalized ’)
text (0.05 ,0.5 ,[’Beta = ’,num2str(beta)],’Units’,’normalized ’)
% text (0.05 ,0.8 ,[ ’ Beta = ’,num2str(alpha)],’Units ’,’normalized ’)
%b = regress(yfit ,fitline);
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% figure;
% % loglog(xData ,yData);
% hold on
% loglog(xfit ,yfit ,’g’)
% loglog(xfit ,fitline ,’m’,’LineWidth ’,3);
% hold off
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Appendix R Additional tests for appropriateness
of power distribution fit
Since a q-value ≥ 0.1 by itself might not completely settle
the question of the appropriateness of a power distribution fit,
Clauset et al. (2009) recommend two further tests: a likelihood
ratio test based on Vuong (1989) that compares competing distributions
to see which better fits the data, and a re-application of the
semi-parametric algorithm using the complementary cumulative
distribution function for a competing distribution. Vuongs (1989)
test is one of model selection and uses the log-likelihood ratio to
generate a statistic that compares two competing models. For strictly
non-nested models (meaning one family of distributions is a subset of
another), the statistic is computed as
H0 : E
0[f(Yt|Zt;θ∗)









E0 is the expectation with respect to the true joint
distribution of (Yt, Zt)
θ∗ is the pseudo-true value of some parameter θ
γ∗ is the WHAT IS THIS VARIABLE?
f(Yt|Zt; θ∗) is the distribution F0
g(Yt|Zt; γ∗) is the distribution G0
H0 is the null hypothesis that the two distributions are equally
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likely
Hf is the alternate case that favors F0 over G0
Hg is the alternate case that favors G0 over F0
Clauset et al. (2009) caution that values of the Vuong statistic
close to zero may be subject to statistical fluctuations, making
the sign returned by the test unreliable. They recommend another
test found in Vuong (1989) that returns a q-value indicating the
statistical significance of the observed sign. Small q-values in
this case serve to increase confidence that the sign is correct.
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Appendix S Additional analyses of the Rikitake
(1958) dynamo model
Additional runs of the Rikitake (1958) dynamo model (using
EQ 2disc02b.m ) with varying combinations of different values of the
parameters µ (1, 1.5, 2) and K (0.2, 1.5, 2) and producing several
thousand reversals are analyzed using the methods in this study.
Cumulative probability and box-counting plots for both disks I1 and
I2 are shown. Two observations are made: 1) with more reversals,
roll-offs begin to be seen in some of the plots of cumulative
probability and box-counting; 2) the optimal values of µ and K for




Figure S.1. Rikitake: µ = 1, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.2. Rikitake: µ = 1, K = 2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.3. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 0.2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.4. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.5. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.6. Rikitake: µ = 2, K = 0.2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.7. Rikitake: µ = 2, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)




Figure S.9. Rikitake: µ = 1, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.10. Rikitake: µ = 1, K = 2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.11. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 0.2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.12. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.13. Rikitake: µ = 1.5, K = 2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.14. Rikitake: µ = 2, K = 0.2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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(a) (b)
Figure S.15. Rikitake: µ = 2, K = 1.5. (a) I1. (b) I2.
(a) (b)
Figure S.16. Rikitake: µ = 2, K = 2. (a) I1. (b) I2.
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